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INTRODUCTION

The purpose for this study is to evaluate the realities of the site, understand the wants and needs of the
community, and identify suitable opportunities for the following:




Open Space and Trails
Passive Recreation and Education Programs
Sustainable Agriculture

What is the highest potential this project can achieve? The design team crafted this sample vision
statement:
"Drawing from its rich agricultural history, the land becomes a thriving farm, ecological education
center, and community park."
Through a collaborative and iterative process of information gathering, sharing, and analysis, the project
team, which includes town staff, the Dunbar Hill Civic Committee, Maselli Farm project committee, hired
consultants, and the public, developed graphic and narrative information in order to build consensus
and an achievable master plan for the former Maselli Farm site.
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SITE ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

Formerly known as Maselli Farm, the subject site is a 34-acre parcel located at 390 Gilbert Avenue in
Hamden, Connecticut. Historical maps indicate that the site may have been managed as an orchard
since the early 1850s. In the 1930s, the majority of Hamden was a patchwork of agriculture. Residential
development of Hamden increased pace in the 1950s, and by the late 1980s, Maselli Farm existed as
one of the last remnants of Hamden's agricultural past. As of 2001, 20 acres of the site were cultivated
to grow corn, cabbage, broccoli, squash, peppers, tomatoes, apples, and pears.
2.1

Physical Characteristics

The soils on the site historically have been suitable for agriculture. They consist primarily of fine sandy
loam derived from basalt, sandstone, and shale. The majority of the site is classified by the Natural
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) as Prime Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance and
tends to have an acidic pH level.
Due to years of tillage, the soils are
currently thin and infertile, especially in
the formerly cropped areas. Stunted
vegetation and bare soil are common
within the former cultivated fields and
allow for a greater degree of erosion and
further loss of nutrients and quality soil
structure. Erosion is evident in both the
upper and lower fields where gullies
have formed in the sparsely vegetated
ground. Improving soil cover, depth, and
composition is the greatest priority to
keep the site healthy and productive.
It should be noted that previous
environmental testing and studies have found contaminants in the soil from the former agricultural
uses. A Phase II Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was performed for the site in 2001. Soil tests
indicated the presence of several persistent organic pollutants (POPs), more specifically, organochloride
pesticides. These pesticides include Dieldrin, DDT, and Endosulfan. The Phase II ESA also indicated the
presence of several heavy metals including arsenic and lead. These identified compounds are commonly
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found on former agricultural sites because of the widespread use of pesticides on vegetable and orchard
crops. The levels detected on site are highly variable but typically highest in the first 6 inches of soil with
concentrations decreasing with depth. The locations of the surficial concentrations are also highly
variable spatially on site. This is most likely due to the means of application, spraying, and rotation of
crops from year to year. Due to the number of years since the last testing occurred and the variable
levels of contaminants, it is the recommendation of this study to retest any areas that are identified in
the master plan to be used for food production or have a higher likelihood of direct human contact.
The site's topography generally slopes from the northwest to the southeast with slopes ranging
approximately between 5 to 15 percent. The exception is the far western portion of the site that slopes
steeply downhill from the crest of the ridge to the west at an average 35 percent slope. The site's
topography and location provides expansive views as far as East Rock, downtown New Haven, and the
Long Island Sound. Residents noted that a number of occasions of heavy rain events have resulted in
flooding and dispersion of soil from the site onto adjacent properties, particularly those located near the
low point of the site on Newcastle Drive.

Two wetland areas have been identified by previous studies, one near the northern Gilbert Avenue
access location and the other near the Hodder Drive cul-de-sac. The area identified near Gilbert Avenue
is of low quality and has been impacted over the years due to a farm access path traversing the wetland.
The wetland near Hodder Drive is larger and of higher quality. Wetland species are readily apparent,
and no past direct impacts other than siphoning water to irrigate the fields are known to have taken
place.
Vegetation varies across the site, with the interior dominated by shrub thicket. Stands of old overgrown
orchard trees remain through the center of the site and are being overtaken by the thicket. As
previously mentioned, the two former fields plowed for vegetable production remain surprisingly
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barren. Only mosses, stunted
goldenrod, scattered grasses, and a
few other diminutive plants are
growing in these locations. A
number of invasive species have
begun to colonize portions of the
site, in particular Autumn olive.
While these species are not the
desired end result for the site they
are aiding in mitigating erosion and
contributing some soil
development. The steeply sloping western portion of the site supports a healthy mixed hardwood
forest, which also can be seen in remnant pockets along the perimeter of the site aiding in buffering
views into and out of the site.
2.2

Access

The site resides within the established Dunbar Hill residential neighborhood and is surrounded on all
four sides by suburban development. The feeling of being within a dense suburban community is not
always evident once one enters deeper into the subject parcel. The site's topography creates vantage
points above a majority of the surroundings creating a sense that the development is further away than
in reality.
The site is accessed primarily from
Gilbert Avenue, a local road that most
times acts as a collector for through
traffic. A former farm road connects the
site to Gilbert Avenue and offers a logical
location from which to access the site by
vehicle. This access point leads to an
area near the center of the site with
gentle topography and a good vista.
The barn is located immediately adjacent
to Gilbert Avenue, downslope from the
farm road entrance. Because the barn is
at the base of a rather steep slope (20%),
vehicle access to the upper field and
orchard likely utilized Gilbert Avenue to then gain access through the farm road. The steep grades and
insufficient drainage structures of Gilbert Avenue were noted by neighbors as potential traffic and safety
hazards.
Informal pedestrian connections to the site were noted from Orchard Heights Drive and at the corner of
Gilbert and Morgan Avenues.
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Infrastructure

A barn is the only current structure remaining on the site. Due to the barn's age and gambrel roof
design, the structure has been included in the Connecticut Trust's Historic Barns of Connecticut. The
town and Dunbar Hill committee funded the replacement of the roof, which has greatly aided in keeping
the barn structurally sound until interior renovations can be completed. The former farmhouse was
renovated and sold as a separate parcel and, as such, is not part of the site or included in this study.

The site is currently not serviced by any public utilities; however, overhead electrical, public water,
sanitary sewer, and gas all exist within the Gilbert Avenue right-of-way.
What appears to be a former well structure near the barn may have supplied the site in the past. Its
condition or capacity was not analyzed for this study.
Gravel pads for hoop houses still remain near the barn and former farmhouse.
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COMMUNITY INPUT

The project team engaged with residents of Hamden on multiple occasions and through multiple
methods in order to gain an understanding of the needs, desires, and concerns of the community.
Numerous coordination meetings with the project committee and town staff were held; two public
meetings at Dunbar Hill Elementary School were held, and an online survey was distributed through the
town's website, facebook page, and school's email lists.
The online survey was open for approximately 2 months and had 286 respondents. The survey
responses reinforced the priorities expressed by the community during prior engagements. Below is a
brief summary of the findings. Refer to Appendix C for the full survey results.
When asked to rate importance of listed objectives, between 58% and 53% of respondents rated the
following objectives as "Very Important:"







Enhance wildlife habitat (164)
Protect wetlands (163)
Set aside areas for conservation (158)
Preserve historic character (153)
Preserve agricultural use (150)
Provide local sources of food (150)

When combining the scores for "Important" and "Very Important," the above objectives scored between
90% and 83%.
When asked, "What uses of the former
Maselli Farm site would you support?"
Outdoor and Nature Education was the most
popular use with 73% of respondents in
support, followed by Agriculture (70%),
Wildlife Habitat (58%), Passive Recreation
(52%), Managed Open Space (42%), and
finally Make No Site Improvements (11%).
Approximately 80% of respondents had
visited the Hamden Farmers' Market, and the
most highly rated agricultural uses for the
subject site were community-supported
agriculture, community gardens, and
educational gardens.
Walking trails, wildlife habitat, and picnic areas were the most popular elements for the development of
a community open space.
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Almost 305 of respondents were from the Dunbar Hill neighborhood with the remaining respondents
fairly equally distributed throughout Hamden's major neighborhoods.
Approximately 80% of the respondents were between the ages of 30 and 65.
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AGRICULTURAL MARKET ASSESSMENT

The people of New Haven County, Connecticut eat approximately 1.66 billion pounds of food each year
while the local farms produce only 34.5 million pounds. This leaves a huge niche for local farms to
contribute more to local consumption. New Haven County residents spend approximately $3 billion on
food annually, and only $84 million of that food budget is staying local. Local farms have the potential
to meet $2.9 billion in market demands for food supply (Sources: USDA National Agricultural Statistics
Service quickstats.nass.usda.gov and city-data.com).
One potential agricultural niche was discovered in the responses to survey Question 9. While a high
percentage of respondents purchase fruit, berries, vegetables, and other products from local producers,
only about 4% purchase locally grown nuts. Furthermore, 71% of respondents said that they cannot find
locally grown nuts, and 66% said they would buy locally if available.
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MASTER PLAN

The desire to maintain Maselli Farm as an open green space accessible to the public, a haven for wildlife,
and a place for immersion in nature can be balanced with the desire to preserve and promote
agriculture in Hamden.
The master plan design organizes the land use development into three progressive phases. Refer to
Appendix A for representative maps and Appendix B for related cost opinions.
The first phase's priority is to begin to reinvigorate the site's vegetative cover and showcase to the
public the special attributes of the site and why it should be preserved. The second phase allows for
expansion of public access and begins to reintroduce agricultural practices to the site. The agricultural
development should be focused on public uses such as community-supported agriculture, community
gardens, and ecological and agricultural education.
The third phase is a continuation of growing public uses, event opportunities, and agricultural uses.
If only Phase 1 of this master plan is implemented, the project will still be considered a success. The
project advocates want at a minimum to preserve the integrity of the site, and through management of
the site's soil and vegetative communities, that goal can be met.
5.1

Phase 1

The first phase of implementation is
focused on establishing some of the
broader land use patterns, rehabilitating
degraded ecosystems, and granting
public access to the site. The greatest
priority will be to establish vegetative
coverage on areas of barren or little
vegetative growth. Establishing a broad
range of cover will allow for the soil that
is on site to remain and allow the new
plants to begin to rebuild a healthy layer
of organic matter and topsoil.
Vegetative species should be a mixture
of short-lived but fast-growing annuals
and long-lived and deep-root perennials. Herbaceous meadow species should dominate with shrubs
and tree saplings planted along the existing forested edge to create a transitional habitat.
Removal of any on-site woody species should be chipped and spread as mulch or placed in compost
piles to degrade and be reused on site for soil building.
During the first phase, the following site elements will be established:
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Main Access with Gate
The primary access to the site is best located on the northern edge of the site where Gilbert Avenue
bends. This location shows signs of being used as a historical farm access. An entry gate will allow the
park to be closed.
Gravel Parking Lot
The parking lot is located near the Gilbert Avenue access for minimum disturbance and just far enough
inside the site to reduce impact on neighbors. The lot is located on relatively flat ground and provides
accessibility to trails and future amenities.
The first 25 feet of entry roadway will be paved in asphalt to maintain uniformity with Gilbert Avenue
and to reduce the spread of gravel and loose stone while the remainder of the roadway and the parking
lot will be gravel to reduce cost. Ten permanent parking spaces have been allotted. Water
management plans should make use of runoff as a resource to be utilized such as in a rain garden that
infiltrates excess into the ground.
Area for Overflow Parking and Event Space
An area roughly twice the size of the gravel parking lot is designated for overflow parking and as
potential event space. This overflow area could park another 20 vehicles, provide turning room for
school buses, or provide space for tents for a community fair. The purpose of this space is to create
flexibility for multiple functions.
Native Meadow
A large swath through the center of the site will be transformed into a native meadow. A meadow is an
open field habitat vegetated with grasses and wildflowers. Meadows are important ecosystems that
support many bird species and many types of important pollinators, including butterflies and bees.
Much of this area is currently either cleared or vegetated with a weedy thicket of undesirable species.
This central clearing will provide long views across the site and even farther into the distance.
Transitional Habitat
The forest edges are very important for the health of the forest. Abrupt edges that allow sunlight into
the interior of the forest create conditions that favor the growth of many undesirable and so-called
invasive species. Overall forest health can be improved and long-term management reduced by
establishing a transitional habitat that forms a gradient between the forest and meadow. This habitat is
planted with small shade-intolerant trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants. This transitional ecosystem
also has unique habitat value, providing a diverse structure that many wildlife species utilize.
Forest
The perimeter of the site will remain forested. This will maintain a feeling of separation by buffering
active public areas from residences and provide visual privacy. From a visitor's perspective, this creates
a sense of being enveloped in nature.
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The forest also provides crucial ecosystem services for the community. The steep slope on the western
portion of the site needs to remain vegetated to prevent erosion and bank destabilization. The forest in
the center of the site and along the southern edge should help to infiltrate water and prevent debris
from washing downhill onto neighboring properties. Additional services provided by forest include
enhancing biodiversity, buffering strong winds, cooling the community, and purifying air.
On-Site Composting for Soil Improvement
Plant debris and organic material that is removed during the initial phases of implementation is
gathered and composted on site. This composting recycles the fertility of the vegetation, replenishing
the degraded soils. Locating the composting site where future agriculture will be concentrated
minimizes the need to transport materials and maximizes impact. The biological activity of the active
composting process may also help to bind or remediate remaining trace soil contamination.
Trailhead Kiosk
The trailhead kiosk provides a central location for site and trail maps, posted regulations, and
community updates. This central signpost can help orient visitors to the destinations on the site but can
also help to educate about the many values this site offers to Hamden.
Trails
In the first development phase, a short trail system is established that guides visitors to explore a few
key areas of the site. A central loop extends from the trailhead across the meadow, into the forest and
along the ridgeline, and back to the trailhead. A trail spur extends to the northwestern portion of the
site where a picnic area is established with excellent views of New Haven and beyond. The trail system
will expand in subsequent phases.
Maintenance Access
Maintenance access allows maintenance and emergency vehicles to traverse from the parking lot to the
picnic area.
Vista Picnic Area
This location is near the high point of the site and boasts a good vantage of the majority of the site. It
also has views to East Rock, New Haven, and Long Island Sound. A designated picnic area, complete
with picnic tables and rustic elements such as boulders for informal seating, creates a destination for
enjoying the spectacular views. This location could also serve educational purposes as an outdoor
classroom.
Emergency Access with Gate
An emergency access point from Orchard Heights Drive provides access to the site from an alternate
location. Public access from this point is discouraged to avoid traffic and parking complications.
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Farm Access
An existing access point from Gilbert Avenue is improved to grant access to the lower level of the barn
and to the eastern clearing. This access will be used for maintenance purposes and eventual agricultural
use.
Vegetative Screening to Neighbor
A hedgerow is planted as a visual barrier to grant privacy to the neighbor at 390 Gilbert Avenue. While
hardy evergreen shrubs should be considered to provide year-round screening, additional plant options
could be used to create a multifunctional hedge. Hedgerows can provide habitat for wildlife, forage for
bees and other pollinators, and flowers and fruits for human consumption.
Wetland and Vegetated Buffer
Two areas were identified as wetland: one just to the west of the proposed parking area and the other
just north of Hodder Drive. A wetland is nature's filtration system, working to ensure that the water
from upstream is clean before it enters the fragile freshwater ecosystems of streams, creeks, lakes, and
rivers. Unfortunately, wetlands have been largely misunderstood and often viewed as unproductive
land that often is bulldozed, filled in, and developed. These wetland ecosystems are to be preserved
and enhanced. A vegetated buffer zone around the wetland areas helps to preserve their integrity by
reducing interference. Wetland plant, shrub, and tree species can be planted to bolster the diversity
and increase the functionality of the existing wetland.
5.2

Phase 2

During the second phase of implementation, the focus is to expand
community access and use of the site. Agricultural uses will be
introduced to expand the site's community relationship through food
sourcing, education, and possibly economic opportunities.
Agricultural practices should not adhere to past traditional methods
but rather take a holistic approach to the land, its health, its
productivity, and our human interactions with it.
The Permaculture Approach – Regenerative Agriculture and Whole
Farm Planning and Management
Many current systems of agriculture impoverish environmental
capital and often degrade local social and human resources in the
same process. Even organic agriculture can have damaging effects on
local ecosystems through its use of soil-disturbing tillage.
The Maselli Farm project will implement a form of agriculture and
environmental stewardship that systematically develops environmental, social, human resource, and
financial capital. Inspired by permaculture farming and ecosystem processes, this form of "Regenerative
Agriculture" and "Whole Farm" enhances all forms of capital while growing meaningful and sustainable
products from the land.
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The Whole Farm System
Whole Farm planning and management ties all of the farm's practices together under a long-term vision
for the site and its users. The farm's people, profits, crops, community, and environment are one single
entity working together for success. This master plan has set the overall framework for this system, but
as Phase 2 begins to be implemented, a plan will need to be developed with the site users and managers
to determine a more detailed long-term vision based on the specific uses occurring.
To manage the farm as a whole ecosystem requires that the managers have an intimate relationship
with the plants, animals, waters, and energetic flows of the land. The permaculture principle "Observe
and Interact" invites managers to spend time in all zones of activity on the land, listening to nature's
processes to find inspiration for the farm.
During the second phase, the following site elements can be established or expanded:
Community Agriculture Area
A community agriculture area is designated to provide opportunities for exploring potential community
programs. The potential uses for this area are flexible and will respond to the needs of the community
as they arise. This location is ideal because of its proximity to street access and parking, and it is one of
the more level areas of the site.
A small gathering area for an outdoor classroom is one potential opportunity. This area is also an option
for composting of on-site organic debris for future soil improvement. Community members may want
to establish a community garden. In the interim, before this area is developed, it can be maintained as
native meadow.
Begin Barn Renovations
The historic barn is the face of the Maselli Farm property. The best way to keep the historic barn
maintained is to keep it in active use. The lower level of the barn would be useful for agricultural uses
such as storage and processing. The upper level can be maintained for a public multiuse space, with
ideas including a museum, art gallery, historical exhibits, and potential marketplace.
Improved Barn Access
Access to the upper level of the barn is improved to accommodate increased use of the renovated barn.
Soil Improvements for Future Agricultural Use
After the initial on-site composting process has been completed, the biologically and nutrient-rich
compost can be spread in this vicinity for soil improvement.
Additionally, cover crop seed can be sown. Cover crops will hold the soil in place and increase soil
nutrient values, creating opportunities for future agricultural activities.
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Trails
In the second phase of development, the trail system is extended to its full potential, creating pathways
across the whole site. Three intersecting loops create a variety of potential circuits exploring the many
distinct areas of the site.
An extension connects the picnic area back to the central loop. Where this trail passes through a
wetland area, an elevated boardwalk will give visitors the ability to experience and learn about this
unique habitat without disturbing it.
The eastern loop meanders through the forest, curving in response to the steep contours of the land
toward the southeast before climbing a ridgeline into the eastern meadow and onward across the slope
of the hill toward the parking area.
Swale
A swale is a shallow ditch cut along a contour for the purpose of slowing overland flow of water and
providing that water an opportunity to infiltrate into the soil.
Three swales are proposed to capture water on site and to reduce events where water or debris leaves
the site.
5.3

Phase 3

The third phase of implementation is focused on expanding the agricultural use of the site and
improving productive aspects of the site in support of the community. Phase 3 should be developed
under the guiding Whole Farm Management Vision created in Phase 2. In Phase 3, site improvements
include the following:
Community Garden
A community garden provides not
only a place for Hamden residents
to grow their own food and flowers
but also a place for people to
gather, share their knowledge and
traditions, and spend time
outdoors. One of the most
important aspects of a community
garden is the environment it creates for strengthening community bonds.
The community garden has been located near the parking and trailhead for easy access and near the
community pavilion as an enhanced social space. Raised beds are suggested in order to clearly define
plots, create easier weeding and management, and provide a layer of clean soil above any questionable
soils. Beds are oriented across contour to reduce erosion in this sandy soil. A storage and tool shed is
located in the northern corner where it is easily accessible from parking and will not cast shade on
garden plots. A bulletin board facilitates communication among gardeners. A centrally located
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materials depot and composting area is equally accessible to all gardeners. Deer fencing around the
perimeter is necessary, and an 8-foot fence is recommended. Water lines will be installed for irrigation.
Additionally, some water catchment is possible off the pavilion roof.
Community Pavilion
A community pavilion near the parking area and trailhead provides a central hub for community
activities on site. This pavilion, a simple pole-barn-type structure with a roof and open sides, provides
shade and protection from the elements. It is a space where people can gather for educational or social
events or just have lunch in the shade on a nice summer day. The location chosen for the pavilion has
excellent views across the site and even to West Rock, East Rock, and New Haven.
Community Apiary
Honeybees contribute important pollination services to agricultural crops while creating valuable
products themselves: honey, wax, and propolis. Keeping bees in an ecologically sound manner is an
important tradition to uphold in a time when bee populations are under threat. While honeybees are
often kept successfully in urban and suburban settings, backyard beekeeping might not be a possibility
for all of the potential beekeepers in Hamden. A community apiary on the Maselli site creates the
conditions for local beekeepers to interact, share resources, and mentor one another.
Community space for beekeeping is located south of the community garden. Bee hives benefit from sun
exposure and a windbreak to reduce prevailing harsh winter winds. Public walking trails and gathering
spaces are kept at a minimum clearance from the bee flight paths. Solar electric fencing around the bee
yard can deter potentially damaging wildlife. Wildflower meadow plantings, forest plants, and
cultivated plants all provide forage for honeybees and other pollinators.
Community Agroforestry
Agroforestry is a land management system that blends forestry and agriculture. Community
participation in forest management is an opportunity for environmental and cultural education. There
are many facets of agroforestry that may fit into the prevailing use patterns of the site, including fruit
orchards, nut groves, maple sugaring, timber, town tree nursery, and other potential tree crops.
Agricultural Fields
Part of the mission to preserve the historic character of Maselli Farm includes supporting agricultural
activities. In order to support agricultural activities while allowing public use, a portion of the site will be
available for lease to local farmers. This area can provide the infrastructure and opportunities for new
farmers and horticultural entrepreneurs to build their businesses while creating value for the
community.
Hamden residents responded in the survey that preserving agricultural use and providing local source of
food for the community were very important goals. Responses indicated that community-supported
agriculture and educational agriculture models both have support. Vegetables, fruit, berries, nuts,
flowers, and honey are among the products that residents are willing to purchase.
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This location on the property has soils classified between good and excellent for farming. According to
the 2001 environmental report, this area had no or low levels of contamination. Another round of soil
testing should be performed to ensure the safe cultivation of food. Organic practices are recommended
to continuously build soil health, prevent future contamination issues, and increase water retention.
This area should be maintained in cover crop or meadow when not in agricultural use in order to
improve soil and prevent erosion.
This portion of the property is located in proximity to existing infrastructure: the historic barn, hoop
house pads, and road access to Gilbert Avenue. The hoop houses, if refurbished, will be a valuable asset
to farmers looking to extend the growing season. The hillside to the west of this area creates some
separation between the agricultural lease zone and the public portion of the property to the west.
The agricultural operations may be structured in a number of ways. Perhaps the land is leased directly
to farmers or perhaps a nonprofit organization with values that align with the town manages the
property.
One popular model is a youth skills training center such as the local Common Ground
(www.commongroundct.org), which blends a high school, an urban farm, and an environmental
education center.
New Haven Farms (www.newhavenfarms.org) is a local organization that promotes health and
community development though urban agriculture.
One option includes the formation of an incubator farm-training program such as Glynwood
(www.glynwood.org) or Intervale Center (www.intervale.org) for supporting new farmers to build their
businesses.
There is a growing movement to support military veteran farmer employment programs such as Farmer
Veteran Coalition (www.farmvetco.org) or Veterans Agricultural Center of Connecticut (www.vac-c.org).
Agricultural Flex Space
Depending on the size and needs of the agricultural operations, the area under cultivation will expand or
contract. When agricultural operations have ceased for a foreseeably short duration, agricultural cover
crop should be planted. When agricultural operations have ceased for long durations, a native meadow
should be allowed to return.
Pond
A pond captures surface runoff and prevents drainage issues downhill while providing an opportunity for
farm irrigation, enhancing the resilience of farm operations. Additionally, a pond provides habitat and
recreational value.
The limiting factor for successfully producing food crops is typically water. Hamden, Connecticut
receives a sizable 52 inches of rainfall each year, which means that the perennial crops planted on site
will not be starved for moisture in an average year. However, droughts are becoming more and more
common, and water distribution throughout the year is becoming more uneven. Both of these factors
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point to the benefits of building earthen ponds in the landscape, to provide abundant water throughout
the year and reduce the shocks of flood and drought cycles.
These ponds have multiple functions for the whole farm:






Gravity-fed irrigation for crops and animals
Excellent wildlife habitat for amphibians, birds, and aquatic species
Rehydration and drought-proofing of the landscape by capturing water
Moderated microclimate for specialized crops
Swimming, recreation, and aesthetic beauty

Photovoltaic Solar
The addition of photovoltaic solar panels to the site can add an additional beneficial use and generate
modest revenue for the town. One option is the addition of roof-mounted solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels to the community pavilion. Another option includes ground-mounted PV arrays. While the
potential exists for some energy generation, the scale of the project must remain small so as not to
overwhelm the natural attractions of the site.
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

As a public space with potential management funds only being expended by the Town of Hamden,
seeking other means of funding for the proposed improvements and future management of the site will
be desirable. The site can be many things to many people and as such opens up more than just
agriculturally based funding sources. Site improvements can be funded under categories ranging from
community education, health and well-being, brownfield redevelopment, job creation, trails, open space
preservation, and habitat enhancement. The following are just a sampling of some of the regional,
state, and local programs available as funding sources.
Connecticut Department of Agriculture
Various agricultural grants and funding opportunities
http://www.ct.gov/doag/cwp/view.asp?a=1366&q=258948&doagNav=|
Specialty Crop Block Grant Program
http://www.ct.gov/doag/cwp/view.asp?a=3243&q=451174
Farmland Restoration Program
http://www.ct.gov/doag/cwp/view.asp?a=3260&Q=498322&PM=1
Farmland Preservation Program
http://www.ct.gov/doag/cwp/view.asp?a=3260&q=399016
Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection
Urban Green and Community Gardens Grant Program – The promotion of open space in an urban
setting may include, but may not be limited to, the development of a community garden or reclaiming
and enhancing existing open space to allow public use.
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=2706&q=323834&depNav_GID=1642
Recreational Trails
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=2687&q=322340&deepNav_GID=1511
Greenway Projects
http://www.ct.gov/deep//cwp/view.asp?a=2707&q=323854&deepNav_GID=1704
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Urban Forestry
http://www.ct.gov/deep//cwp/view.asp?a=2697&q=322872&deepNav_GID=1631#America
Open Space
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=2687&q=322338&deepNav_GID=1511
Connecticut Chapter of Northeast Organic Farmers Association (CT NOFA)
School Garden Network and Funding Ideas
http://www.ctnofa.org/School_Resources.html
Connecticut Grant Watch
Environment
https://connecticut.grantwatch.com/cat/10/environment-grants.html
Youth
https://connecticut.grantwatch.com/cat/41/youth-out-of-school-youth-grants.html
Arts and Culture
https://connecticut.grantwatch.com/cat/2/arts-and-culture-grants.html
Economic Development
https://connecticut.grantwatch.com/cat/8/economic-development-grants.html
Mental Health
https://connecticut.grantwatch.com/cat/23/mental-health-grants.html
New England Grassroots Environmental Fund
Seed grants are geared to groups launching new projects and/or evolving the scale of an existing
project. Grants are intended to support community groups who represent the most exciting energy in
the environmental movement that are not being reached by traditional funders.
https://grassrootsfund.org/dollars/seed-grants
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Connecticut Agricultural Extension
Helpful Websites for Finding Grants
http://www.canr.uconn.edu/ces/frm/grant_links.php
Northeast Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education (NESARE)
NESARE offers competitive grants to projects that explore and address key issues affecting the
sustainability and future economic viability of agriculture.
http://www.nesare.org
Research and Education grants
http://www.nesare.org/Grants/Get-a-Grant/Research-and-Education-Grant
Agroecosystems Research Grants
http://www.nesare.org/Grants/Get-a-Grant/Agroecosystems-Research-Grants
Connecticut Land Conservation Council
List of grants and funding opportunities related to preserving open space
http://www.ctconservation.org/fundingprograms
U.S. Forest Service Community Forest Program
The Community Forest Program (CFP) protects forests that are important for people and the places they
call home. Community forests provide many benefits such as places to recreate and enjoy nature; they
protect habitat, water quality, and other environmental benefits, and they can provide economic
benefits through timber resources. Community forests have also long been sites for environmental and
cultural education.
http://www.fs.fed.us/spf/coop/programs/loa/cfp.shtml
The National Environmental Education & Training Foundation (NEEF)
NEEF offers a variety of grants and awards in order to support and highlight the great work being done
across the nation at the local level. We applaud and support individual and group commitment to
nature through education and service.
https://www.neefusa.org
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Connecticut Office of Brownfield Remediation and Development
State resource for information on the programs and services available for brownfield redevelopment in
Connecticut
http://www.ctbrownfields.gov/
Connecticut Society for Women Environmental Professionals
The Connecticut Society for Women Environmental Professionals Grant Program provides funding for
local projects in Connecticut that benefit the environment.
http://www.swep-ct.org/grants
National Resource Conservation Services (NRCS)
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/programs/?cid=stelprdb1048817
1228-57-a816-rpt
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Maselli Farm Property Master Plan
Town of Hamden, Connecticut
MMI # 1228-57

PRELIMINARY OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS
December 15, 2015

Item/Description
Phase 1

Unit

Qty

Unit Price

Amount

Site Preparation and Removals

LS

10% of Const.
1 Total

$9,000.00

Clearing Brush Thickets (excluding orchard area)

Ac

4

$2,000.00

$8,000.00

Orchard Clean-up: cut down declined trees (save a
few of the best specimens if possible), clear heavy
brush, mow orchard rows, chip removed trees
Meadow Establishment
Soil Management: Garden & Farm Areas

Ac
Ac
Ac

2
6
2

$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$2,100.00

$4,000.00
$12,700.00
$4,100.00

250
2
1
1740
1
95
115
100

$25.00
$1,500.00
$5,000.00
$3.00
$5,000.00
$45.00
$65.00
$65.00

$6,250.00
$3,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,300.00
$5,000.00
$4,300.00
$7,500.00
$6,500.00

2
2
1

$6,000.00
$500.00
$5,000.00

$12,000.00
$1,000.00
$5,000.00

Plantings - Edge Habitat (4 ac)
Informational Signage (Single Post and Panel)
Site Amenities (picnic tables, boulder seats)
Trail Building
Trailhead Kiosk
Gravel Parking Surface
Bituminous Concrete Pavement
Timber Guide Rail
Access Gate (Entry and Orchard Hts.)
Trail wayfinding signage
Park Sign

Whips/Shrubs
Ea.
LS
LF
Ea.
CY
SY
LF
Ea.
Ea.
Ea.

Phase 1 Subtotal
Phase 1 Design Fees
Phase 1 Total

$98,650.00
$9,900.00
$108,550.00

Phase 2
Trail Building
Trail wayfinding signage
Boardwalk
Meadow Management & Edge Management
Informational Signage (single post and panel)

LF
Ea.
LF
LS
Ea.

2254
2
170
1
2

$3.00
$500.00
$200.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00

$6,800.00
$1,000.00
$34,000.00
$1,000.00
$3,000.00

Vegetated Stormwater Swales

LS

1

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Water Lateral (to community garden area and barn)

LF

300

$50.00

$15,000.00

Bituminous Concrete Pavement (at barn access)

SY

725

$65.00

$47,200.00

Phase 2 Subtotal (rounded)
Phase 2 Design Fees
Phase 2 Total

$118,000.00
$11,800.00
$129,800.00

Phase 3
Agricultural Development - Garden Spaces

Fencing

LF

420

$10.00

$4,200.00

Raised Bed Boxes
Shed
Agricultural Development - Structures
Hoop House
Hoop House
Agricultural Development
Prefabricated Open Air Pavilion

Ea.
Ea.

67
1

$100.00
$1,000.00

$6,700.00
$1,000.00

20 x 96
20 x 36
LS
LS

1
1
1
1

$5,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00
$60,000.00

$5,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00
$60,000.00

LS
LS

1
1

10000
1000

$10,000.00
$1,000.00

Detention/Retention Pond Construction
Meadow Management (year 3)
Phase 3 Subtotal (rounded)
Phase 3 Design Fees
Phase 3 Total

$96,200.00
$9,700.00
$105,900.00

Total Construction Cost
Total Construction Cost (rounded)
Contingency (25%)
Total Design Cost (rounded)
Total Project Cost

$312,850.00
$313,000.00
$79,000.00
$32,000.00
$424,000.00

General Notes:
1. This estimate does not include barn restoration, survey, material testing, geotechnical exploration, or
construction inspection costs.
2. The above quantities are assumed, and are based upon a conceptual master plan.
3. Estimated costs are based on projected 2015 pricing. Improvements designed for following years
should be adjusted appropriately.
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Q1 Approximately how often do you or your
family visit Hamden open spaces? (Choose
one)
Answered: 284

Skipped: 2

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Once or twice
a year

Never

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Daily

8.10%

23

Weekly

40.14%

114

Monthly

26.76%

76

Once or twice a year

19.72%

56

Never

5.28%

15

Total

284
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Q2 How often do you visit the following
recreational facilities?
Answered: 285

Skipped: 1

Brooksvale Park

West Rock

Lake
Wintergreen

Sleeping Giant
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Farmington
Canal Greenway

0%

10%

Very often

20%

Often

Very often
Brooksvale Park

West Rock

Lake Wintergreen

Sleeping Giant

Farmington Canal Greenway

30%

40%

50%

Somewhat often

Often

60%

Rarely

70%

80%

90% 100%

Never

Somewhat often

Rarely

Never

Total

12.82%
35

16.85%
46

29.30%
80

33.33%
91

7.69%
21

273

12.96%
35

10.37%
28

18.52%
50

37.78%
102

20.37%
55

270

16.30%
44

17.41%
47

23.33%
63

28.89%
78

14.07%
38

270

18.71%
52

28.78%
80

28.78%
80

20.50%
57

3.24%
9

278

30.22%
84

27.70%
77

21.58%
60

15.83%
44

4.68%
13

278
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Q3 Have you ever visited the Hamden
Farmers Market - Miller Library or 943
Dixwell Ave locations?
Answered: 284

Skipped: 2

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Yes

79.23%

225

No

20.77%

59

Total

284
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Q4 How important to you are the following
objectives?
Answered: 284

Skipped: 2

Enhance
wildlife...

Protect
wetlands

Set aside
areas for...

Preserve
historic...

Preserve
agricultural...
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Provide local
sources of food

Reduce
flooding and...

Increase
neighborhood...

Increase
number of...

0%

10%

Very important

20%

30%

40%

Important

Protect wetlands

60%

Less important

Very important
Enhance wildlife habitat

50%

Important

70%

80%

90% 100%

Not important

Less important

Not important

Total

58.36%
164

29.18%
82

9.25%
26

3.20%
9

281

58.42%
163

29.75%
83

10.04%
28

1.79%
5

279
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Set aside areas for conservation

Preserve historic character

Preserve agricultural uses

Provide local sources of food

Reduce flooding and control stormwater

Increase neighborhood parks

Increase number of unpaved trails

56.23%
158

32.38%
91

9.25%
26

2.14%
6

281

54.84%
153

35.13%
98

7.89%
22

2.15%
6

279

53.76%
150

31.90%
89

12.19%
34

2.15%
6

279

53.96%
150

29.14%
81

14.03%
39

2.88%
8

278

46.95%
131

36.92%
103

14.34%
40

1.79%
5

279

44.96%
125

34.53%
96

15.11%
42

5.40%
15

278

31.88%
88

32.25%
89

31.88%
88

3.99%
11

276
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Q5 What uses of the former Maselli Farm
site would you support?
Answered: 284

Skipped: 2

Outdoor &
Nature...

Agriculture

Wildlife
Habitat

Passive
Recreation

Managed Open
Space

Make no site
improvements...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Outdoor & Nature Education

72.89%

207

Agriculture

69.72%

198

Wildlife Habitat

57.75%

164

Passive Recreation

52.46%

149

Managed Open Space

42.25%

120

Make no site improvements / investments

10.56%

30

Total Respondents: 284
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Q6 If the former Maselli Farm site was
developed for agricultural uses which of the
following would you most like to see?
Please rate the following in order of
importance.
Answered: 274

Skipped: 12

Single Owner
Farm

Agriculture
Based...

Community
Supported...

Community
Gardens

Educational
Gardens

Livestock

0

1

2

3

4

1
Single Owner Farm

Agriculture Based Entrepreneurs (multiple individuals on
subdivided parcels)
Community Supported Agriculture

Community Gardens

Educational Gardens

Livestock

5

2

6

3

7

8

9

10

4

5

6

Total

Score

18.67%
45

7.88%
19

5.39%
13

11.20%
27

25.73%
62

31.12%
75

241

2.89

9.62%
23

13.81%
33

14.23%
34

25.52%
61

22.59%
54

14.23%
34

239

3.20

21.20%
53

22.00%
55

27.20%
68

16.40%
41

11.60%
29

1.60%
4

250

4.20

24.11%
61

28.85%
73

18.97%
48

13.04%
33

8.30%
21

6.72%
17

253

4.27

26.36%
68

18.60%
48

22.48%
58

16.28%
42

10.47%
27

5.81%
15

258

4.17

6.85%
17

10.89%
27

11.29%
28

14.11%
35

18.55%
46

38.31%
95

248

2.58
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Q7 Please rate the need for the following
services or activities.Please choose 1 for
"lowest" need up through 4 for "highest"
need
Answered: 281

Skipped: 5

Areas for
appreciation...
Wildlife
habitat

Local farm

Walking trails

Environmental
education...

Farmers’ market

Community
garden
Summer camp or
youth farmin...

Picnic areas

0

1

2

3

4

Highest
Areas for appreciation and observation of nature and wildlife

Wildlife habitat

Local farm

Walking trails

Environmental education center

Farmers’ market

Community garden

Summer camp or youth farming program

5

(no label)

6

7

(no label)

8

Lowest

9

10

Total

Weighted Average

47.60%
129

28.41%
77

18.08%
49

5.90%
16

271

1.82

47.60%
129

23.99%
65

20.66%
56

7.75%
21

271

1.89

40.37%
109

33.70%
91

15.93%
43

10.00%
27

270

1.96

37.17%
100

33.83%
91

19.33%
52

9.67%
26

269

2.01

35.61%
94

31.06%
82

23.86%
63

9.47%
25

264

2.07

31.44%
83

34.85%
92

23.86%
63

9.85%
26

264

2.12

29.59%
79

41.20%
110

18.73%
50

10.49%
28

267

2.10

27.51%
74

34.57%
93

25.65%
69

12.27%
33

269

2.23
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Picnic areas

20.07%
54
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36.80%
99

25.28%
68

17.84%
48

269

2.41
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Q8 If a community open space is developed
on the Maselli property which of the
following would you most like to see?
Please choose a maximum of 4 options
only.
Answered: 273

Skipped: 13

Walking Trails

Wildlife
Habitat

Picnic Areas

Ponds

Educational
Signage

Biking Trails

Wetland
Enhancements
Animals Petting and...

Event Space

Community
Building
Storm Water
Management
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Walking Trails

74.36%

203

Wildlife Habitat

62.27%

170

Picnic Areas

43.96%

120

Ponds

34.43%

94

Educational Signage

28.94%

79

Biking Trails

28.57%

78

Wetland Enhancements

26.37%

72
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Animals - Petting and Feeding

25.64%

70

Event Space

20.88%

57

Community Building

19.41%

53

Storm Water Management

16.12%

44

Total Respondents: 273

#

Other

Date

1

vineyard

6/17/2015 8:54 AM

2

ponds / storm water mgt / wetland enhancements

6/4/2015 8:59 AM

3

community gardens

6/2/2015 12:54 PM

4

shooting range

5/28/2015 6:25 AM

5

Vineyard

5/23/2015 10:30 PM

6

Subdivided small parcels for community growing.

5/23/2015 1:26 AM

7

vineyard

5/22/2015 9:45 PM

8

Winery

5/22/2015 8:31 PM

9

vineyard

5/22/2015 5:05 PM

10

vineyard

5/22/2015 4:13 PM

11

SPORTS FIELDS! We are very behind on athletic fields in this town. Though Public works maintains and repairs
daily and they do a wonderful job, we are behind other towns. Other towns bring in thousands of dollars by
having Tournaments for baseball, soccer, etc. Hamden cannot hold tournaments due to the lack of fields

5/21/2015 12:16 PM

12

winery, frisbee golf

5/21/2015 9:35 AM

13

or lease the old orchard to an organic orchardist

5/21/2015 7:38 AM

14

free standing condo houses

5/20/2015 11:45 AM

15

solar farm

5/20/2015 8:39 AM

16

Community Gardens or something of the like included in the space

5/20/2015 8:35 AM

17

Quality sports field(s) with amenities.

5/19/2015 11:26 PM

18

A non-profit town owned Lyman Orchards-type farm/store staffed by town employees with any surplus used to
reduce property taxes.

5/19/2015 4:44 PM

19

Open space, leave it as iAd

5/19/2015 12:36 PM

20

wildlife sanctuary - help for injured wildlife

5/19/2015 11:41 AM

21

Put a solar farm on it to reduce electric expenses in the town

5/19/2015 10:53 AM

22

permaculture food forest

5/19/2015 7:54 AM

23

Hunting of deer and native bird species, partridge and woodcock. I would like to see hunting included in approved
and managed uses.

5/17/2015 1:49 PM

24

large scale plantings for pollinators

5/17/2015 9:15 AM

25

My option would be to leave the space undeveloped and untouched

5/16/2015 9:49 PM

26

Butterfly & Bird sanctuary

5/13/2015 9:04 PM

27

water park e other in door or out door

5/10/2015 5:08 PM

28

Unmanaged 'wild' space

5/6/2015 7:39 PM

29

Organic farming would be top on my list

5/6/2015 6:52 AM

30

Pick Your Own Farm (like Bishops)

5/5/2015 8:50 PM
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31

low income housing in a residential setting

5/5/2015 5:03 PM

32

what happened to farming?

5/5/2015 4:53 PM

33

Community Farming

5/5/2015 4:25 PM

34

A community or school run garden is necessary for those living in that area.

5/5/2015 3:11 PM

35

Fitness trail

5/5/2015 12:33 PM

36

Bathrooms

5/5/2015 11:10 AM

37

town tree nursery

5/1/2015 10:28 PM
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Q9 Please answer the following:
Answered: 269

Skipped: 17

What food
products do ...

What would you
buy locally ...
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What types of
produce can ...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Fruit(apples, peaches, pears etc)
Eggs

Honey

50%

Berries

60%

Nuts

Value-Added (jams, pickles, etc)

70%

80%

Vegetables

90% 100%

Milk

Flowers

CSA Shares (Community Supported Agriculture)

Fruit(apples,
peaches,
pears etc)

Berries

Nuts

What
food
products
do you
purchase
from a
local
producer?

93.23%
248

68.05%
181

4.14%
11

What
would
you buy
locally if it
was
available?

73.00%
146

71.50%
143

66.00%
132

Vegetables

Milk

Eggs

Honey

ValueAdded
(jams,
pickles,
etc)

Flowers

CSA Shares
(Community
Supported
Agriculture)

90.23%
240

14.66%
39

36.47%
97

51.88%
138

27.82%
74

45.11%
120

13.53%
36

266

70.50%
141

52.00%
104

64.00%
128

58.00%
116

45.00%
90

46.50%
93

29.50%
59

200
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What
types of
produce
can you
not find
locally?

1.67%
3

10.56%
19

71.11%
128

4.44%
8

41.67%
75

23.89%
43

13.33%
24

10.00%
18

7.78%
14

12.78%
23

#

Other - Enter other products desired

Date

1

Meat

6/15/2015 9:08 AM

2

organic meat

6/11/2015 12:26 PM

3

raw milk - goats milk, fresh herbs

6/4/2015 4:51 PM

4

wood for building

5/29/2015 10:44 AM

5

Wine

5/22/2015 9:45 PM

6

Boneyards

5/22/2015 5:05 PM

7

Beef, pork, poultry

5/19/2015 2:23 PM

8

Anything vegetarian/vegan that is organic.

5/19/2015 11:58 AM

9

Put a solar farm there.

5/19/2015 10:53 AM

10

fish

5/19/2015 7:54 AM

11

Fish

5/18/2015 3:23 PM

12

maple syrup

5/17/2015 1:49 PM

13

Do not consciously shop for local produce

5/13/2015 3:09 PM

14

Pay to attend water park

5/10/2015 5:08 PM

15

Bedding and nursery plants are produced in Hamden and this industry could be increased

5/8/2015 10:18 PM

16

grass-fed, free-range meat

5/6/2015 4:43 PM

17

Grass fed beef

5/5/2015 9:34 PM

18

I'm a vegetarian. That's about it for me

5/5/2015 4:25 PM

19

locally sourced organic free ranged food items

5/5/2015 3:32 PM

20

Year round affordable organic fruit and veg. Nuts, milk products (yogurt, kefir, cream) as well.

5/5/2015 3:11 PM

21

meat

5/5/2015 12:35 PM

22

Meat, Poultry, Affordable/Value Added CSA

5/5/2015 12:33 PM

23

meat, poultry, beer, wine

5/5/2015 11:40 AM

24

Chestnuts

5/4/2015 6:32 AM

25

Maple syrup

5/2/2015 9:28 AM

26

Cheese, wine,

5/1/2015 2:45 PM
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Q10 How frequently do you visit local
farms? (Farms do not have to be in
Hamden.)
Answered: 283

Skipped: 3

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Once or twice
a year

Never

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Daily

0.71%

2

Weekly

29.33%

83

Monthly

40.28%

114

Once or twice a year

26.15%

74

Never

3.53%

10

Total

283
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Q11 How frequently do you visit local farms
for any of the following activites?
Answered: 282

Skipped: 4

Apple Picking

Peach Picking

Berry Picking

Site-Seeing
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Buying Produce

Petting /
Feeding Animals

Educational
Events

0%

10%

20%

Very often

Often

Very often
Apple Picking

Peach Picking

Berry Picking

30%

40%

50%

Somewhat Often

Often

60%

70%

Rarely

Somewhat Often

80%

90% 100%

Never

Rarely

Never

Total

10.37%
28

22.96%
62

25.19%
68

24.07%
65

17.41%
47

270

5.45%
14

15.18%
39

15.95%
41

29.18%
75

34.24%
88

257

7.95%
21

20.08%
53

22.35%
59

29.55%
78

20.08%
53

264
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Site-Seeing

Buying Produce

Petting / Feeding Animals

Educational Events

10.36%
26

19.92%
50

27.09%
68

21.91%
55

20.72%
52

251

28.00%
77

31.27%
86

24.73%
68

10.91%
30

5.09%
14

275

6.27%
16

14.12%
36

27.45%
70

23.92%
61

28.24%
72

255

4.35%
11

13.04%
33

21.34%
54

32.02%
81

29.25%
74

253
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Q12 Would you use a community garden
plot if available at the Maselli Farm
property?
Answered: 284

Skipped: 2

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Yes

26.76%

76

No

73.24%

208

Total

284
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Q13 Would you participate in a Community
Funded Agriculture (CSA) enterprise at the
Maselli Farm property?
Answered: 276

Skipped: 10

Yes

No

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Yes

43.84%

121

No

56.16%

155

Total

276
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Q14 Please rate the following in order of
preferred partners to aid in management of
the site.
Answered: 261

Skipped: 25

Non-Profit

Private
Individual(s)

For Profit Farm

Community
Organization

Community
Supported Farm

Town Owned and
Maintained Only

0

1

2

1
Non-Profit

Private Individual(s)

For Profit Farm

Community Organization

Community Supported Farm

Town Owned and Maintained Only

3

2

4

5

3

6

4

7

8

5

9

6

10

Total

Score

38.43%
88

16.59%
38

24.02%
55

10.48%
24

6.55%
15

3.93%
9

229

4.58

8.85%
20

12.83%
29

8.85%
20

14.60%
33

25.22%
57

29.65%
67

226

2.77

9.38%
21

10.27%
23

8.04%
18

16.96%
38

27.68%
62

27.68%
62

224

2.74

9.52%
22

29.00%
67

29.00%
67

20.35%
47

7.36%
17

4.76%
11

231

3.99

18.22%
43

22.46%
53

21.19%
50

20.76%
49

11.86%
28

5.51%
13

236

3.98

23.98%
59

10.98%
27

7.32%
18

13.41%
33

17.89%
44

26.42%
65

246

3.30
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Q15 Please describe any needs or concerns
not covered above:
Answered: 63

Skipped: 223

#

Responses

Date

1

Use needs to take into account getting people to the farm from parts of Hamden with currently limited access to
greenspace and quality produce.

6/15/2015 9:08 AM

2

Not really sure which option in number 14 is overall the best option for town residents. Don't want a tax increase.

6/11/2015 12:26 PM

3

The Hamden area already has many walking trails/lakes/ponds/summits, educational sites (Brooksvale and
Common Ground), farms for picking/purchase (Hindinger, Lyman), gardens to enjoy (Pardee, Edgerton), etc. I do
not think that one more location that will need to be maintained and cause more expense/traffic/potential problems
is needed at this time. People do not have issue driving 5 more minutes to New Haven for some of those
properties to experience, and Hamden should not feel they need to compete or create similar space...for what?
Hamden has many current wonderful parks etc already not used to their potential and money/time would be
better spent maintaining and promoting them.

6/10/2015 4:48 PM

4

I live next to the farm on Orchard Heights Drive and have concerns that people will park at in the cul-de-sac to
enter the farm. I'm also concerned about odors caused by livestock or livestock escaping onto our property.

6/9/2015 8:11 PM

5

This was my grandparent's and uncle's farm. I now live in Ohio. Lots of farmland. But even here it is starting to
disappear and be developed. I am the youngest of 8. All my brothers and sisters worked on the farm. I admire
their work ethics they all have as a result of the experiences they had working on the farm. I love the stories too!

6/6/2015 3:11 PM

6

Town has enough property to maintain and does a relatively poor job already. Control and maintenance of the
site should be turned over to a third party.

6/2/2015 12:54 PM

7

I think we should sell it to someone who will be paying taxes on it since we have such a high tax rate.

6/2/2015 10:59 AM

8

I would like to see a conservation easement placed on this land. I also would like to see trees planted in an area
that can be harvested at an appropriate time for wood products. The entire area could be designated forest with
walking paths . It may take some time to do this but the forest products can be sold to help support the area. Also
walking paths and wildlife areas would be saved if we could be good stewards of this area.It was done with a
piece of land in Massachusetts.I think this land should be kept as forest rather than farmland.

5/29/2015 10:44 AM

9

The Farmer's Market hours are not convenient for people who work a 9:00 to 5:00 job.

5/28/2015 3:31 PM

10

It would be nice to grow non-traditional produce like hierloom tomates. Also various fruit trees like paw-paw, kiwi
vines, etc would be cool. I would be interested in helping to manage or run a farm. Seems like an exciting
opportunity!

5/28/2015 2:21 PM

11

Organically grown no pesticides

5/26/2015 8:46 PM

12

I just think it would be nice to keep it as an open space-not a place where hundreds of people will go daily. We
are inundated with wild turkeys, deer, coyotes...etc.... All because Hamden has been "built up" and there is no
place for them to go any longer. We never had these animals in our yards when I was growing up in Hamden. It's
SAD!

5/23/2015 8:38 PM

13

Town needs to do a much better job of maintaining town property. I have been on the list of residents waiting for
sidewalk repair for nine years due to an overgrown tree on town property that has lifted the sidewalk creating a
dangerous tripping hazard. This type of negligence is unacceptable.

5/23/2015 6:43 AM

14

Winery would be nice.

5/23/2015 6:07 AM

15

let's keep farming in Hamden. Ann's farm and so many have gone to the way of housing developments. farming
is a valuable commodity when teaching children responsibility and to appreciate how our daily used items
actually get to our tables.

5/23/2015 1:26 AM

16

It looks like a good site for a winery to me. That is a great tourist opportunity for Hamden. (I wrote the book on
Connecticut Wine)

5/22/2015 8:18 PM

17

I grew up in Hamden across the street from the Maselli farm and I think that would be a great location for a
vineyard.

5/22/2015 5:43 PM

18

Would like to see a vineyard garden

5/22/2015 5:05 PM
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19

local vineyard to support local entrepreneurs

5/22/2015 4:13 PM

20

this rating system is misleading--is 6 the lowest or highest? Onthis I favor keeping private enterprise OUT of it
and having it controlled by community or nonprofit

5/21/2015 7:38 AM

21

support town owned only if taxes do not go up

5/20/2015 5:09 PM

22

I don't have strong feeling about any of these things -- all the ideas sound good to me but would like to see some
type of community access to the land either for education , recreation or agriculture purposes.

5/20/2015 3:55 PM

23

This is my neighborhood and I would love to see a park like Brooksvale on this side of town. It's important for the
children to know that there's life in a park. We have pine rock but depending on when you go you either hit non
stop baseball games or groups if teenagers meandering around harassing people throwing things. The
basketball courts are ruled by these groups. The only time you can use the park is for sledding in the winter. The
baseball or soccer teams are annoyed if you are at the park and when their not there it's ruled by the teenagers.
On two occasions my son has had a bike and scooter stolen. The cops were called but nothing happened. I want
my son to know a park is place to explore and discover things not a place to be scared or find used condoms at. I
apologize for being so rash but we live in walking distance to a beautiful park I enjoyed as a child and I drive my
son to Brooksvale to get the same experience I was able to get as a child at pine rock unfortunately I have to
drive him there

5/20/2015 3:52 PM

24

Hamden needs additional grand list, develop the property!!!!!!!!!!!

5/20/2015 11:45 AM

25

I would like Hamden to make it easier for everyone be involved in growing and selling produce and other food.
Encourage urban agriculture on small lots. Encourage roadside produce stands etc. With the town's mill rate
being so high already it probably doesn't make sense for the town to own or maintain this property. I also
appreciate the added picnic tables at town center park. I think the town needs more picnic areas/tables and
pavilions in existing parks.

5/20/2015 9:45 AM

26

this is a unique opportunity to erect a solar farm

5/20/2015 8:39 AM

27

It would be great to incorporate a variety of the above options, and not keep the property to one specific category
(i.e. have walking trails, community gardens, educational facilities, water management, etc - not unlike
Brooksvale Park). Perhaps a club or group from Hamden High School could help manage it (in partnership with
Hamden Hall)?

5/20/2015 8:35 AM

28

The Hamden public schools should include an agricultural based curriculum.

5/20/2015 8:09 AM

29

East Rock Park is Hamden's most important park to me. Though administered by New Haven, it is partly in
Hamden, but it is not included in your list of Hamden "recreational facilities" in #2 above. I visit it for bird watching
almost daily in late April and May, and on an average of once every week or two in other seasons. The Maselli
Farm could be a place where very accessible opportunities for bird watching and other nature observation and
nature education could be provided.

5/19/2015 2:48 PM

30

as a resident of gilbert avenue whatever is chosen needs to be supervised and maintained it also should not
increase taxes

5/19/2015 1:32 PM

31

The town has NO available resources for this.

5/19/2015 1:06 PM

32

Leave the property as is. There's no need to do anything with it. The town has TPP many parks and not enough
people to take care of it. Lake Wintergreen is minutes away

5/19/2015 12:36 PM

33

If farming, would like to see it organic.

5/19/2015 11:58 AM

34

Put a solar farm on the property to help offset some of the towns electric costs. It could also be used for
educational purposes with local schools.

5/19/2015 10:53 AM

35

Permaculture agriculture can take care of both the wildlife habitat/ecological restoration AND the local food
production. I would love to see a free-to-the-public or low-cost pick-your-own food forest on the site.

5/19/2015 7:54 AM

36

I do not think that a non-profit could manage effectively. Where would the funds come from? I think that private
management with a profit margin limit might be the right approach. The land is owned by the public and the public
should realize the most benefit, not private management. Town owned and maintained raises a concern, the
Town can barely manage their own existing affairs, they do not need more responsibility.

5/17/2015 1:49 PM

37

I support MULTI-use agriculture but I would stress the need for ecologically and/or organically grown. A large
piece of the property should be planted for pollinators, and could be managed by local bee keepers for honey
production. There is a federal pollinator health task force that has grant money available for restoring habitat for
pollinators.

5/17/2015 9:15 AM
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38

My concern management of the property especially town owned and maintained as the town maintenance does
not seem to be a priority in Hamden. The town is neglected and I believe the same would happen to the Maselli
Farm overtime,

5/16/2015 9:49 PM

39

It was not explicitly mentioned above, but letting the farm grow wild or turning it into a forest would be good
options to provide carbon 'sinks' for Hamden's CO2 emmisions.

5/15/2015 8:54 PM

40

taxes

5/14/2015 1:05 PM

41

I believe they should keep the farm as natural as possible. That street cannot take any more high traffic. We
need to keep some preservation in Hamden. Another farm or community farming. Natural walking trails

5/14/2015 11:48 AM

42

none

5/14/2015 7:28 AM

43

The need to utilize the space as a combination of local interest and environmental aspects is paramount.
Neighbors opinions on the Masselli farm should be taken into great considerations

5/13/2015 3:42 PM

44

I would put uses that are 'natural' over agricultural over organized recreational

5/13/2015 3:09 PM

45

property MUST be left as farming/open space use ONLY

5/12/2015 12:27 PM

46

I believe that we need a garden that would provide fresh fruits and vegetables to supplement the soup kitchens.
Which unfortunately seem to always lack any fresh produce.

5/9/2015 12:13 PM

47

This is unrelated but we are missing a huge opportunity by not having walking trails around lake Whitney! Look at
Minneapolis and see what having trails for walking/biking around lakes can do!

5/9/2015 7:51 AM

48

A CSA run by a private individual would be ideal. A good use would be a tree nursery for the town. Major
problems with agricultural use include soil fertility, steep slopes, and pesticide contamination.

5/8/2015 10:18 PM

49

Environmental education is critical

5/6/2015 2:04 PM

50

I think CSA or community/youth education programs are a great idea. I would not use CSA or garden plot only
because I have my own garden.

5/5/2015 10:34 PM

51

Hamden needs a marketable reason for citizens of other towns to travel here.

5/5/2015 8:50 PM

52

Don't let Quinnipiac get a hold of it!

5/5/2015 7:12 PM

53

locally sourced organic free range foods

5/5/2015 3:32 PM

54

The town does not need a town run plot of land. It needs a plot of land run by the citizens of the town and an
incentive to keep it productive and fruitful. It also needs monitoring to protect it from vandalism, unfortunately.

5/5/2015 3:11 PM

55

I live literally 5 houses down from the property that this is about...Morgan lane. I l have a deep love for nature and
education..we have are own garden, we visit farmers market and brooksvsle park is our favorite place to visit..but
My concern would be the traffic this would create in my neighborhood. Its very quiet here through our the
day..how would that change if any of these programs take place?

5/5/2015 2:38 PM

56

I think it would be fabulous to have a working farm, with maintenance NOT paid for by the town—but either by
private or non-profit owners, that served educational needs for our residents. A summer camp, or school vacation
camp that offered bussing (this is the biggest complaint I hear from parents about camp options—is that the town
camp and Common Grounds, which would be closest to this prospective experience—do not have bussing)
would serve our community well.

5/5/2015 12:35 PM

57

Participation in the CSA depends entirely on the quality that can be derived, we would need to find a very
seasoned farmer to manage such an enterprise and have clear goals about what the outcome is that we are
seeking.

5/5/2015 12:33 PM

58

Hindingers wants to exapand but is unable to find more land... lease to them with ed programs by town/common
ground/solar kids.

5/5/2015 11:55 AM

59

I would like to see the Hamden Land Trust involved in wildlife habitat improvement and educating the public, to
the point that they be granted a conservation easement on a portion of the property. I would also like to give new
farmers the opportunity to have a large plot, learn about sustainable, organic gardening and also some small
livestock opportunities such as chickens or sheep.

5/3/2015 1:00 PM

60

I would like to see a little agriculture for educational purposes but not a full fledged farm.

5/2/2015 1:03 AM

61

The levels of pesticides and herbicides in the soil at the Maselli Farm need to be kept in mind when considering
possible uses.

5/1/2015 10:28 PM
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62

The presence of livestock is of significant concern due to the amount of early morning noise pollution as well as
the reduction of air quality that comes with the basic requirements of running a farm. Currently as it can be seen
from Pine Rock park, and the intersection of Gilbert ave and Brook st, the current persons frequenting that area of
Hamden have no regard for litter. If this area is unsupervised at all times, as is the case with Pine Rock park, then
it is of great concern that the farm area will be overrun with trash. The residents of this area of Hamden care very
little for keeping open space clean, and due to this, the open space should be taken away. The site should be fully
developed into something that increases Hamdens’ badly needed tax base. If this area is kept undeveloped and
unsupervised, it is suspected that the open space will become nothing more than yet another area for trash
collection, as is currently shown in the little open space that is currently in that area.

5/1/2015 2:45 PM

63

N/A

5/1/2015 1:12 PM
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Q16 If you are a Hamden Resident please
indicate what neighborhood or school
district below best describes your home's
location.
Answered: 273

Skipped: 13

Dunbar Hill

Spring Glen

Mt. Carmel

Westwoods

Church Street

NewHall

Hamden Plains

Centerville

Whitneyville

East Side
(Ridge Rd. t...
Not a Hamden
Resident
0%
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Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

Dunbar Hill

28.21%

77

Spring Glen

12.45%

34

Mt. Carmel

8.06%

22

14.29%

39

Church Street

6.23%

17

NewHall

1.47%

4

Hamden Plains

8.79%

24

Centerville

4.03%

11

Westwoods
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Whitneyville

8.42%

23

East Side (Ridge Rd. to State St.)

4.40%

12

Not a Hamden Resident

3.66%

10

Total

273

#

Other

Date

1

I grew up in Highwood

6/6/2015 3:11 PM

2

Pine Rock/Woodin--not sure if that's Hamden Plains or not

5/27/2015 6:15 PM

3

Helen Street

5/26/2015 8:46 PM

4

Pine rock

5/23/2015 10:30 PM

5

bear path

5/22/2015 9:11 AM

6

bear path

5/20/2015 5:09 PM

7

Helen Street school wow surprise it's not listed shows were we stand and that's the area of the farm. truly
forgotten

5/20/2015 3:52 PM

8

North Edgehill

5/20/2015 8:09 AM

9

Former Hamden resident & supporter of Hamden Land Conservation Trust

5/19/2015 2:35 PM

10

just over the town line near Centerville

5/19/2015 7:54 AM

11

Wintergreen

5/17/2015 11:26 AM

12

Helen Street

5/14/2015 7:28 AM

13

Beecher Heights

5/13/2015 11:54 PM

14

Town Center Park Area

5/13/2015 9:04 PM

15

Grew up in hamden

5/9/2015 8:19 AM

16

Furman Rd

5/5/2015 3:04 PM
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Q17 What is your age?
Answered: 281

Skipped: 5

under 18
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over 65
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Responses

under 18

0.71%

2

18-29

6.76%

19

30-49

38.79%

109

50-65

42.70%

120

over 65

11.03%

31

Total

281
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APPENDIX D
MASTER PLAN ELEMENTS
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

and

Agricultural Elements
Community Gardens
Shared gardens can hold a diversity of
crop types, from annual and perennial
vegetables to herbs to flowers to small
grains to berries. Shared gardens can
each have a shared shed for tools,
gloves, seeds, hoses, and other
gardening equipment.
If you’ve already got a thriving home
garden, space in a shared garden is a
great place to expand your production
of lower-maintenance or largerquantity-desired crops like corn,
potatoes, tomatoes, or perennial herbs. The no-till nature of raised beds increases
biodiversity, fosters soil micro-biology and conserves water. A vegetable grown in soil
with undisturbed and thriving soil biology has the potential to be more nutrient dense
than the same vegetable harvested from tilled soil.
Inputs:
 Mulch - There are many sufficient mulch mediums for vegetable production.
Perhaps the most common is straw because it’s seed free and fairly gentle on
those tender seedlings.
 Compost - Garden production requires annual addition of compost to ensure a
replenishment of the nutrients that leave when the produce is harvested. Your
organic Compost production on-site will be a valuable resource for nutrient dense
vegetables.
 Seeds - Ideally organic and saved on-site or in the local community. While most
small to medium scale growers purchase seeds from reliable organic seed
companies it is possible to close this loop as well. Seed saving is an ancient
practice that even today allows for the continued planting of the foods that our
ancestors have been cultivating and eating for thousands of years. There is some
infrastructure required to effectively and efficiently harvest and process seeds
 Water - A water tank connected to a shared garden shed could provide some water,
and it is likely that one or two spigots of water be installed in the shared garden
areas to provide water to individual plots.
 Sunlight - Shared gardens should be located in full sun and avoid planting of any
woody plants larger than 6-8 feet, except potentially on the north side of the
gardens.
Outputs:
 Abundant food supply: If planned well, the shared gardens will provide huge and
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diverse yields from late spring to late fall.
 Compost: Organic material can be added to the on-site compost operation.
 Community meeting point: An environment that brings members of the community
together to share knowledge and cultural traditions.

Implementation
The Shared gardens should be perimeter fenced with 8ft tall deer fencing. A single-reach
wide border bed should be created at the base of the fence, containing a diverse mix of
perennial herbs as beneficial insect habitat. Insectivorous bird houses should also be
included on the fence posts.
The plots should be laid out approximately on contour, with paths also on contour. Paths
will likely take up ~50% of the overall shared garden area.
Other interesting design features can be included in a community garden:
 Central areas with shading to relax
 Lawn or other play-space for kids
 Tables for seeding or potting or processing
 Small ponds or water features for insect and amphibian habitat
 Building permanent raised beds is one approach to establishing this element.
Building beds in Fall or early Spring is recommended so that they are ready when
it’s time to plant.
Management
Overall management of the shared garden spaces will require one or a small group of
people to coordinate plot usage between people and to help upkeep the overall space.
Management of gardens generally follows the sequence:
 Plan (with seed and plant catalogues in the winter!)
 Prepare soil (using no-till methods, adding finished compost and mulch to beds)
 Plant seeds or plants
 Water (as often as needed: more when hot and dry, less when rainy)
 Weed / Mulch (as often as needed)
 Harvest (and eat and celebrate!)
 Save Seeds (so that your plants become locally adapted and resilient)

Recommended References & Resources
 City Bountiful: A Century of Community Gardening in America, by Laura J.
Lawson
 Our Community Garden, by Barbara Pollak (Children’s book)
 The Community Orchard Handbook, by Sue Clifford & Angela King
 How to Grow More Vegetables, John Jeavons, Ten Speed Press 2006
 Weedless Gardening, Lee Reich, Storey Publishing
 The Organic Gardener's Handbook of Natural Pest and Disease Control, ed.
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Fern Brady
The Vegetable Gardener’s Bible, Edward C. Smith
Seed to Seed, Suzanne Ashworth, Seed Savers Exchange
Hudson Valley Seed Library, www.seedlibrary.org

Greenhouse & High Tunnels
Greenhouses and high tunnels are both extremely useful on farms in the Northeast and
can be optimized to serve different and distinct functions. They can work in concert with
each other to maximize annual vegetable production. There are a few main distinctions
that can help you think about placement and farm relationship in deciding on a
greenhouse, high tunnel or both. High tunnels are constructed on field soil so that plants
are sown directly into the ground. They are tall enough that machinery can drive into the
high tunnel to be used in cultivation. The third distinction is that high tunnels are
constructed with moveable side panels in order to provide passive heating and cooling
options. Greenhouses on the other hand are generally shorter, equipped with fans or
heating systems and can be used for early season seed starting using trays and tables. You
might make use of the two together for example by starting tomato seeds in the
greenhouse in early Spring followed by planting out the tomato seedlings in the high
tunnel to enhance early production potential for those early, high value tomatoes. Both
high tunnels and greenhouses can be purchased and constructed from a kit or compiled of
all the necessary materials at your local hardware store. If you’re considering a moveable
structure(s) know that either greenhouses or high tunnels can be constructed with tracks
and/or wheels.
Greenhouse
Greenhouses are incredible assets for on-farm season extension or even year round
production with the use of heating. They can be used for early season seed propagation,
indoor growing of crops and curing harvested crops and preparing them for storage.
There are many options for heating your greenhouse for season extension including the
use of wood stoves, thermal banking, propane or other fossil fuel heaters, warming trays
etc. The specific size, layout and location of your greenhouse will be specific to your
decided use. Greenhouses will need access to water. If you are using your greenhouse
primarily for seed propagation then it’s recommended to construct it on a permeable
surface of mulch or stones so that consistent traffic and moisture does not produce mud.
Ventilation and insulation are perhaps the most important factors to consider in
constructing or purchasing a greenhouse. An entire greenhouse full of crops can be lost
because of overheating due to poor ventilation or lost from freezing. Greenhouses can
come equipped with manually operated vents, solar powered louvers or exhaust fans. Be
sure to choose the design that is right for the amount of attention you have for managing
your greenhouse. As for insulation you will want to choose an insulating layer that holds
heat appropriately for the time of year you’ll be using it. The following chart can help
you choose an insulating layer that is right for you:
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R-Value - the measurement of 'insulating ability' of the material. Higher R-Value refers to higher insulation
value.
U-Value - the measurement of 'heat loss' through the material. The lower the U-Value the less heat is
escaping.

Greenhouse frames can be made of a variety of materials. Aluminum and steel are the
most common materials used in production scale greenhouses. Aluminum is strong,
lightweight and does not rust. It is the most widely used material in greenhouse
construction. There is some heat loss through aluminum frames because it is not an
insulating material. Galvanized steel frames are extremely strong, long-lasting and low
cost. Steel frames are heavy which makes them more sturdy in strong winds but makes
them for difficult to move and assemble. Steel us usually used for large commercial
production.
Greenhouse kits come with full instruction manuals for assembly. Construction can go
quickly with a handful of people with basic handy person skills and tools. Plan for
anywhere from a half day with a handful of people to a full weekend with just two people
working on the project. Of course greenhouse size will also determine assembly time.
High Tunnels
There are a number of different types of high tunnels but they will all share the same
three structural elements; steel hoops covered with plastic, passive ventilation through
roll-up side curtains and constructed over field soil. They do not have foundations. Rather
they are held in place by upright posts that are driven two to three feet into the ground.
The particular anchoring system will vary from model to model. Regardless of the
specific anchoring system it is important to lower the side panels during high winds on all
models.
There are a number of different types of tunnels that are best suited for different growers,
crops, climates, etc. The quonset or hoop-house tunnel is the most commonly used in
4

New York State. They are composed of rounded steel arches that create a 12-40 foot wide
bay. The gauge of steel and spacing of the arches varies depending on climate and
average snow load. Eleven or twelve gauge steel arches spaced at four feet provides
sufficient structural integrity for Northeast climate snow loads. The rounded roof can
tend collect more snow than the pitched roof of other models.
The gothic style tunnels have peaked roofs which help the structures shed snow if the
plastic is going to stay on in the winter time. These tunnels also tend to be taller than the
hoop-houses which allows for more stable temperatures in the warmer months. Because
of the increase in height gothic style tunnels require additional hardware for securing
against wind damage.
Multi-bay tunnels are used to cover larger areas than the other models. They consist of
several arched tunnels connected by common gutters at the roof seams. They are tall
enough to protect fruit trees but are not built to withstand heavy snow loads or high
winds.
Some things to consider when working to choose the right high tunnel include size,
trellising and snow load. Narrower tunnels are easier to vent regardless of the length. A
width of thirty feet or less will ensure good airflow. Taller, wider structures tend to hold
accumulated heat better than shorter, narrower tunnels. In choosing the specific size there
is a general recommendation in the industry which says, choose a size and then get the
next size up because there are always more ways to make use of this valuable growing
space than you initially anticipate.
Both gothic style tunnels and hoop house allow for vertical trellising of plants. Multi-bay
tunnels do not have the structural integrity necessary for vertical trellising. Gothic style
tunnels are best suited to withstand snow load.
Site considerations include drainage, shade, wind, airflow, soil and orientation. Perimeter
drainage is important given the impermeable nature of the high tunnel. Having a slope or
shallow trench around the perimeter will keep excess water from flowing through the
high tunnel. Avoid placing your high tunnel in the shade of any nearby buildings or trees.
This will limit daylight hours, heat build-up and can prolong leaf wetness. Protected areas
from winds rather than exposed hilltops will increase the stability and security of your
high tunnel in a high wind event. At the same time you want to orient the high tunnel
perpendicular to predominant breezes to maximize cross ventilation through the side
walls. Because your high tunnel will likely be an area of high foot traffic you want to
avoid soils that are easily compacted. Optimal orientation of the high tunnel can vary
depending upon which crops you choose to orient for. North-south orientation is best for
summer crops allowing for maximum sunlight penetration and maximum ventilation
where westerly winds predominate. Spring and Fall crops will benefit from a east-west
orientation which provides maximum sun exposure and better sun penetration into the
crop canopy.
Construction considerations for your high tunnel are very similar to that of a greenhouse.
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Annual & Perennial Vegetables
The annual and perennial vegetable area will
be the visible centerpiece of the farm. A large
diversity of species and varieties will be
planted and harvested throughout the growing
season, from salad greens to ripe tomatoes to
aromatic herbs to winter root crops.
Cultivating the soil in which Fran Maselli, and
generations of Hamden residents before him,
used to grow vegetables is an important
symbolic and physical revitalization of
agriculture in the town of Hamden.
Annual vegetables are well-known and eaten
by all. Currently, their cultivation is most
often begun by tillage and disking, which is repeated annually or multiple times per year.
It is ecologically preferable to grow annual vegetables using permanent no-till planting
beds, which greatly reduces fossil fuel usage and increases the biological health of the
soil. For no-till production, good finished compost is applied to raised beds every year to
provide ample seed-to-soil contact, followed by mulch application and hand-work to
reduce weed competition.
Whether tilled or permanent, beds should be designed to follow the contour of the land.
The area currently planned for annual and perennial vegetable production is gently
sloping. Laying out the growing beds on-contour will provide a beautiful curving view
from all sides.
Some well-known perennial vegetables are highly prized (and priced!) in the local food
economy: Asparagus, Rhubarb, Shallots, and Chives. There exist a multitude of other,
lesser-known perennial vegetables that offer excellent benefits over traditional annual
crops, including:
 Only plant them once - perennial vegetables have a 3-30 year lifespan.
 No tillage required; many can be harvested without any digging at all.
 Drought- and pest-resistant perennials need little watering or care.
 Harvest-season extension: Because of their long-lived root systems, many perennial
vegetables are the first to emerge in the spring and the last to die back in the
winter. You gain an average of 2 months of growing time by using perennial
vegetables
 Excellent yields for the amount of human time expended: While perennial
vegetables may not outperform annuals in the quantity of food produced per
square foot, they significantly outperform annuals in the quantity of food
produced per hour of work.
Some of the delicious perennial vegetables you can look forward to planting and
harvesting at the Maselli Farm site are:
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 Sea Kale (Crambe maritima): A beautiful, silvery-leafed relative of annual kale,
this perennial produces a broccoli-like floret head in the spring, followed by
beautiful white honey-scented flowers if not harvested. The leaves are eaten at all
times of year, with flavor like kale in the spring and consistency like collard
greens in the fall.
 Water Celery (Oenanthe javanica): Happy to grow in any moist soil, this featheryleafed member of the parsley family can be harvested multiple times per seasons
as a cut-and-come-again salad green. The flavor is like a sweet celery, and it is
highly prized in asian markets around the world.
 Groundnut (Apios americana): This native root crop was one of the first plants to
be domesticated by the native peoples of the eastern woodlands, nearly 4000
years ago. It is actually a member of the bean family, so it fixes nitrogen in the
soil to improve fertility for itself and other plants. Identified by its elegant
spiraling vines and clusters of purple flowers, the ground nut is harvested by
digging in the fall and prepared much like a potato. The flavor is light and nutty,
and it provides excellent protein for a vegetarian diet.
This is just a sampling of the full list of perennial vegetables appropriate for planting in
the climate at.
Implementation
 Before planting annual or perennial vegetables, the area must be cleared of all
woody shrubs and small trees. Clearing can be achieved through a variety of
means, including a combination of hand clearing, the rotational grazing of goats,
and a final mowing. Goats are well adapted to preform clearing of shrubs,
brambles, and other low vegetation, and they fertilize the landscape in the
process. Companies exist that will rent goat clearing services and provide portable
fencing options for the duration of their stay. A local goat farmer may offer such
services.
 The mowed field may need to be decompacted. One decompaction option is a deeprip subsoil plowing, such as with a Yeoman’s Keyline Plow, to decompact the soil
and enhance root penetration.
 After clearing and decompaction, 1-3 years of cover-cropping will enhance the soil
and prepare it to receive a mix of vegetables.
 To establish annual and perennial vegetable planting areas, either use no-till
establishment methods (sheet mulch), or refer to the tillage-based approach
described in the ‘Field Crops’ section below.
 Once planting areas have been established, plant annual and perennial vegetable
seeds or plants according to seed company instructions.
Management
Needs:
 Water: In this part of Connecticut, many annual vegetables will require irrigation.
Most perennial vegetables will not. The water source can potentially be drawn
from on-site wells, from collected rainwater, from a city water supply, or from a
farm pond if developed.
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 Weeding: Annual and perennial vegetables require between 2 - 10 weedings per
season to ensure best production. Weeding is usually most effective after rains
when the soil is soft. The use of mulch greatly reduces weeding requirements.
 Mulch: Annual and perennial vegetables can be mulched with straw or wood chips.
Oat, barley, or wheat straw (free of seeds) can be purchased or grown as part of
the farm’s Field Crops.
 Compost: Annual and perennial vegetable production benefits from the addition of
finished compost on an annual bases to ensure a replenishment of the nutrients
that leave when vegetables are harvested.
 Harvest: Depending on the crops chosen, harvests can begin in March or April and
continue with several larger pulses through the growing season until October or
even November. Perennial vegetables greatly expand the growing season,
providing greens early and late. Annual vegetables may be planted for larger
single harvests, or succession-planted providing multiple smaller harvests
throughout the season. Some crops can be harvested as ‘cut-and-come-again’,
giving many harvests without reseeding.
 Seed Saving: While most small to medium scale farms purchase field crop seeds
each year from reliable organic seed companies it is possible to close this loop
and become seed-sustainable on your farm. Seed saving of most field crops is
relatively straightforward, for detailed information about each species refer to the
books in the Resources section.

Recommended References & Resources
 Books:
o How to Grow More Vegetables, John Jeavons, Ten Speed Press 2006
o Weedless Gardening, Lee Reich, Storey Publishing
o The Organic Gardener's Handbook of Natural Pest and Disease Control,
ed. Fern Brady
o Organic Farm Management Handbook 2014 www.organicresearchcentre.com
o Organic Farmer’s Business Handbook by Richard Wiswall www.chelseagreen.com
o Seed to Seed by Suzanne Ashworth - www.chelseagreen.com
o The Organic Seed Grower by John Navazio - www.chelseagreen.com
 Top Seed Sources for Annual Vegetables:
o FEDCO Seeds: www.fedcoseeds.com
o Johnny’s Select Seeds: hwww.johnnyseeds.com
o High Mowings Seed: www.highmowingseeds.com
o Turtle Tree Seed: http://www.turtletreeseed.org
 Top Sources for Perennial Vegetables
o Food Forest Farm: www.permaculturenursery.com
o Tripple Brook Farm: www.tripplebrookfarm.com
o Richter’s Herb Farm: www.richters.com
o Oikos Tree crops: www.oikostreecrops.com
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Field Crops
Field crops are broad-scale plantings of lowmaintenance staple crops. These can include
annual vegetables, perennial vegetables, grains
or other seed crops, and even cover-crops for
mulch or animal fodder. While the Annual
Vegetable Production area will focus on a
highly diverse assembly of crops with multiple
plantings and multiple harvests, the Field Crops
area will focus on larger areas of a few selected
species with a single planting and a single
harvest.
Planting field crops offers the potential of meeting the food needs of large numbers of
people. Field crops are often the high in calories (as staple starch-rich species like
potatoes, corn, or wheat), or high in calories and protein (beans, peas, sunflower seeds).
In the current era, field crops are often planted only in large fields (10+ acres in the
northeast, 100+ acres in the Midwest) with specialized machinery... but this need not, and
should not, be the case. Growing your experience with small-tractor or hand-scale midsized (quarter-acre, half-acre) plantings of calorie- and protein-rich crops is important for
the development of true food-sustainability in your community and for the local
bioregion.
Potential crops include potatoes, sweet potatoes, sunchokes winter squash, pumpkins,
onions, garlic, dry beans, fava beans, soybeans, groundnuts, corn, sunflowers, oats,
barley, wheat, alfalfa, clover, and field peas.
Implementation
 Before planting field crops, the area must be cleared of all woody shrubs and small
trees. Clearing can be achieved through a variety of means, including a
combination of hand clearing, the rotational grazing of goats, and a final mowing.
Goats are well adapted to preform clearing of shrubs, brambles, and other low
vegetation, and they fertilize the landscape in the process. Companies exist that
will rent goat clearing services and provide portable fencing options for the
duration of their stay. A local goat farmer may offer such services.
 The mowed field may need to be decompacted. One decompaction option is a deeprip subsoil plowing, such as with a Yeoman’s Keyline Plow, to decompact the soil
and enhance root penetration.
 After clearing and decompaction, 1-3 years of cover-cropping will enhance the soil
and prepare it to receive a mix of field crops.
 To establish a plantable seedbed for cover-cropping: Although the best ecological
farming practices remove mechanical tillage of the soil altogether, we recommend
that this field crop area be tilled in order to move succession backwards from
tree/shrub/perennial herbs to a plantable annual crop field. Till the area with a
mouldboard plow and then disc 2-3 times to establish an even seedbed. Till on9

contour to reduce erosion and conserve water.
 After seedbed preparation, plant a diversified cover-crop of oats, field peas, annual
ryegrass, clover, and tillage radish. In subsequent years, plant higher proportions
of nitrogen-fixers (peas, clovers, alfalfa) to improve the soil.
 When it comes time to plant field crops, you can either till & disc the soil again to
prepare a new seedbed, or use the no-till roller-crimper method described in Jeff
Moyer’s “No-Till Organic Farming” book.
 Either way, plant field crop seeds according to seed company instructions.

Management
Needs:
 Water: In this part of Connecticut, most field crops do not require irrigation in years
with near-average rainfall. In drought conditions, a portable irrigation system run
off of a tractor PTO can be used to provide water to crops. The water source can
be on-site wells or (with filters) from the pond in the southeast corner of the site.
 Weeding: Field crops generally require 1 - 3 weedings per season to ensure best
production. Weeding is usually most effective early in the growing season,
because field crops are generally strong and vigorous enough to out-compete
weeds once they are established. The use of mulch greatly reduces weeding
requirements.
 Mulch: Field crops should either be no-till planted into existing killed-off cover
crop mulches, or mulched with straw. Oat, barley, or wheat straw (free of seeds)
can be purchased or grown as part of the field crop plan.
 Compost: Field crop production benefits from the addition of finished compost on
an annual basis to ensure a replenishment of the nutrients that leaves when starch,
seed, or grain is harvested.
 Harvest: Generally accomplished in one major burst of time and energy in the fall,
the harvest of field crops at the scale planned on your farm is best done by hand.
Some crops (squashes, potatoes), require timely harvest before a hard frost, while
others (dry beans, corn, sunflowers) may be left standing in the field to dry until
late in the season, and still others (sunchokes, groundnuts) may be left in the
ground and harvested through the winter and into spring. Field crop harvest is a
great opportunity for community engagement and celebration – working together
to bring in the staples that will keep everyone well-fed through the winter.
 Seed Saving: While most small to medium scale farms purchase field crop seeds
each year from reliable organic seed companies (our recommendations are below
in the References & Resources section) it is possible to close this loop and
become seed-sustainable on your farm. Seed saving of most field crops is
relatively straightforward, for detailed information about each species refer to the
books in the Resources section.
Yields:
 Abundant staple crops supply: If planned well, your field crops can provide you
with long-term storage crops that last for a full year or more.
 Mulch: The residues of many field crops can be used to mulch planting areas
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around the land.
 Fodder: Nitrogen-fixing legumes can be carefully dried and fed to animals through
the winter. In some parts of the world, corn husks and sunflower stalks are
carefully gathered, stacked, and fed to animals along with hay and grains.
 Crop residues: Any other crop residues that are not directly used as mulch or fodder
can be sent to the composting operation, adding valuable carbon-rich materials to
the compost.
Recommended References & Resources
 Organic Farm Management Handbook 2014 - www.organicresearchcentre.com
 Organic Farmer’s Business Handbook by Richard Wiswall www.chelseagreen.com
 Organic No-Till Farming by Jeff Moyer - http://rodaleinstitute.org/shop/organic-notill-farming
 Seed to Seed by Suzanne Ashworth - www.chelseagreen.com
 The Organic Seed Grower by John Navazio - www.chelseagreen.com
Top Seed Sources for Organic Field Crops:
 FEDCO Seeds: www.fedcoseeds.com
 Johnny’s Select Seeds: hwww.johnnyseeds.com
 High Mowings Seed: www.highmowingseeds.com
 Turtle Tree Seed: http://www.turtletreeseed.org
 Albert Lea Seeds: http://alseed.com
 Lakeview Organic Grain: http://www.lakevieworganicgrain.com
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Ornamentals
In the event that certain areas of the Maselli Farm property register high in soil
contaminants, and the decision is made not to grow food in these locations until these
levels are reduced, one option is to grow ornamentals in the meantime. This approach can
generate value while incentivizing an active bioremediation approach.
Cut Flowers
Different species and varieties can be trialed to determine which perform the best with
your unique soils, management, and microclimate. Flowers can be sold wholesale, retail,
or through a more interactive ‘Pick Your Own’ or Community Supported Agriculture
model. Mulch for the no-till flowerbeds can be grown on site, keeping fertility on the
land and decreasing the need for consistent watering.
Coppice is an ancient form of sustainable plant management, well known to native
Europeans and Americans for thousands of years. It utilizes the natural tendencies of
deciduous trees and shrubs to grow multiple shoots or “stump sprouts” from their base
after being cut back to the ground. Coppice management is envisioned as a complement
to the Annual and Perennial Cut Flower production. The coppice stools will thrive with
minimal maintenance, requiring only harvest during the later winter months when the
ground is frozen.
Beautiful, long-lasting sprouts of species like Pussy Willow (Salix discolor), Red Osier
Dogwood (Cornus sericea), and Contorted Hazel (Corylus avellana) can be harvested in
bulk, dried, and added to floral arrangements throughout the year. Even second-rate
ornamental sprouts from the coppice can be processed into soil-enhancing biochar, which
when added to the compost may help to de-activate trace soil contaminants.
Flower Production
A cut flower enterprise will add instant color, texture and beauty to the farm. The quick
growing nature of annual and perennial cut flowers offers the potential to begin
generating income in year one of flower production. You will become your own nursery
for expansion of this enterprise as you begin to save seeds and propagate perennial
species.
Site preparation, planting, management, and harvest of cut flowers is similar in scope and
time requirements to annual vegetable production. Small-scale organic vegetable farms in
the region have been able to achieve annual gross revenues of $46,000 per acre, with
annual operating expenses of $15,000 - $25,000 per acre. Developing careful budgeting
of the flower enterprise based on small-scale trials is essential to determine the economic
viability of this crop.
Site Preparation
 Soil preparation will be the greatest leverage point for success in preparing for this
element.
 We recommend preparing sheet-mulched raised beds for this element.
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 Create a detailed bed layout plan for the flower production area in order to purchase
the correct quantity of seeds and determine how much bed area you will need.
 Create a flowering calendar to ensure abundant flowering in every season. Select
species accordingly and order seeds.
 Plan a drip irrigation layout and design drip system.
Implementation
 Build compost piles using the method of your choice outlined in the compost and
biochar section below.
 Construct sheet mulched beds according to the Landscape Establishment.
 Start seeds in trays of organic potting soil in the greenhouse. Seedlings will need
more or less daily watering.
 Construct drip irrigation system, complete all the necessary pumps, fittings etc.
 Perennial flowers can be planted in April as soon as there is no risk of snow.
However, beds should be mulched prior to planting. Part mulch to excavate hole.
Then bring mulch back to surround the newly planted perennial.
 Annual flower starts can be planted in mid-May after risk of frost. Follow the same
planting procedures as noted above. Tender annuals require gentler handling than
perennials. Therefore finer mulch such as straw is most appropriate.
 Plant annuals and perennials in separate beds as they have different watering needs,
growth patterns and disturbance requirements.

Management
Water
 All plants must be watered to provide a continuously moist soil condition during
the establishment period which for perennials is the first year after planting and is
always needed for annuals.
 Apply approximately one inch of water per week during hot, dry weather.
 During cooler conditions apply one-half inch of water.
 Water should be applied in one or two applications, compensating for natural
rainfall.
 Water slowly and deeply to soak soil to a depth of 12” or more.
 Allow a drying out period between waterings to replenish air in the soil.
 Specific moisture requirements will vary according to the species. Plant flower
varieties with similar desired watering conditions in the same bed.
Harvesting
 Use high-quality scissors or clippers for harvesting.
 Flowers can be stored in buckets with a few inches of water at the bottom in a cool
area either refrigerated or naturally cooled like a root cellar or basement.
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Ornamental Coppice
Ornamental coppice is a low
maintenance farm element that adds a
woody perennial component to the
overall cut flowers enterprise. There are
two main avenues for harvesting and
selling ornamental coppice. The first is a
cyclical large scale harvest of species
that can be dried and stored and added to
floral arrangements year-round. Species
with beautiful and unique structure like
corkscrew willow (Salix matsudana) will
be good candidates for this technique.
The second approach will be to harvest
and use fresh species with striking color
in their branches like the reds, yellows
and oranges of red osier dogwood (Cornus sericea). Floral coppice species are selected
based on the beauty of their structure and color which is best accented after leaves have
fallen. This means a harvest of ornamental coppice in the late winter and early spring
months. Floral coppice is exciting because it offers the potential to market local winter
accents to floral arrangements and provide an off-season income to the farm.

Management
 Coppice species will be ready for harvest three years after establishment.
 You will determine when each shrub is of highest floral arrangement quality. Each
species will differ.
 Stagger management of the stand so that there is harvestable wood every year.
 Harvest large amounts of the coppice to be dried at one time.
 Harvesting small amounts at a time for the coppice that is to be used fresh may be
the best option for optimal marketability.
 Allow 2-5 years of regeneration between large harvests.

Recommended References & Resources
 Willow Coppice - http://www.bluestem.ca/willows-pruning.htm
 “Coppice Agroforestry” - Dave Jacke & Mark Krawczyk
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/coppiceagroforestry/dave-and-markwrite-a-coppice-agroforestry-book
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Berry Patch
Berry species could include blueberries,
strawberries, blackberries, raspberries,
gooseberries and currants. This berry patch can be
a source of year-round enjoyment as there will be
an abundance to preserve by freezing, canning,
jamming etc. We recommend getting a number of
different varieties of each type of berry to extend
the season of fresh eating.
Implementation
 All berries can be ordered from a quality supplier for the best varieties at the lowest
prices.
 Choose a wide variety in order to expand your harvest season with early season
bearing varieties and late season bearing varieties.
 Flag planting area with landscaping flags to determine the number of each berry
needed before ordering. Leave enough space between each berry for full
maturation of each plant.
 All berries can be propagated to expand the patch once they’ve been established. It
will be more cost effective and labor intensive to plant a portion of the overall
berry patch and expand it over time as the plants mature and become ready for
propagation.
Management
Raspberries
 Raspberries produce new growth each year but fruit
grows on the canes that are two years old.
 Following fruiting prune the canes that no longer have
fruit on them.
 This is also a great time to thin your raspberry patch. For
every linear foot of row leave only 3-5 of the strongest
canes.
 In the Spring clip the tips of the second year canes so that
each cane is no more than 5.5 ft. tall.
Strawberries
 Strawberries don’t require maintenance until their second year in the ground.
 After your strawberry harvest pinch the leaves or use a hand scythe to mow off the
foliage. Be sure not to damage the plant crowns.
Currants
 Currants will do well with little to no care but some pruning will certainly help
production.
 Fruit grows best on two and three year old wood. Pruning branches once they reach
year four will maximize production potential.
 Each year new branch shoots will appear from the base of the bush. Prune all the
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new branches except for the best six. This will prevent overcrowding.
 Currants require little to no watering after their establishment year. As with all
perennial fruit their production will increase with occasional watering.
Blueberries
 Begin by testing the soil pH to see if your soil will need modifying or if the it is in
the range of 4.0-5.0 which is what blueberries and cranberries like.
 In sandy soils add three-quarters of a pound of elemental sulfur per 100 sq. feet for
each pH unit the soil is above 4.5. Use three times this amount of sulfur for
heavier soils.
 It’s fine to add sulfur to individual planting holes. Just use the above formula.
 Every few years check the soil acidity and replenish the sulfur if necessary.
 Blueberries need to be pruned annually after they have been in the ground for about
six years and is done in late winter. A blueberry stalk produces for about six years
so the first step to pruning is to prune back to the stalk any low branches that are
more than five years old (or about an inch thick). Remove old, twiggy growth and
head back young weak stems less than a quarter of an inch thick to strong
branches or buds.
 The overall intention is to thin the shrub to bring in more sunlight and remove nonfruiting branches.
Recommended References & Resources
 Landscaping With Fruit by Lee Reich
 Gaia’s Garden by Toby Hemmingway
 Edible Forest Gardens by Dave Jacke and Eric Toensmeier
 “The Backyard Berry Book” Stella Otto
 “Landscaping with Fruit” by Lee Reich
 Nourse Farms - www.noursefarms.com
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Mulch Crops
It is possible to produce all the ongoing fertility a farm needs. Growing compost and
mulch crops on site creates flows of nitrogen, carbon, and nutrients feeding biology and
building soil carbon. Creating a closed loop nutrient system is an important step when
creating ecologically resilient agricultural systems.
In the pursuit of ecological sustainability, the Maselli Farm project can take the forwardthinking step of planting its own supply of mulch crops. John Jeavons, founder of the
Biointensive growing movement, proposes that 60% of all growing space should be
planted to carbon-rich crops for the production of compost and mulch. While this project
may or may not achieve this goal, this project should aim to grow some of its own onfarm fertility.
Comfrey (Symphytum spp.) is an incredible plant.
It’s leaves and roots are medicinal, and it provides
excellent nectar for bees. It is the preferred overwintering habitat for spiders, and its hairy leaves
attract all manner of other beneficial insects. It acts
as a groundcover, and it’s deep tap-root
dynamically accumulates Nitrogen, Phosphorus,
Potassium, Magnesium, Iron, and Calcium into its
leaves which can be harvested to fertilize other
plants or to feed to livestock.
Sunchokes (Helianthis tuberosus) are perennial sunflowers that have been cultivated by
native peoples of this area for the last 4000 years. The bulbous tuber of the plant is a
delicious starch-rich food crop, with high amounts of inulin and projected yields of up to
15 tons per acre (Compare to yields of corn at 2 - 4 tons per acre!). In addition, the plant
generates a large amount of useful above-ground biomass, and offers beautiful yellow
sunflowers with a chocolatey aroma in the autumn.
Mixed Fruit Orchard
Maselli Farm has a long history of fruit
tree orchards cultivated on site. Some of
the earliest maps of Hamden that we could
find (dated 1852) indicate orchards
existing in the approximate location of
Maselli Farm.
Having a diversity of fruit producing trees
growing together, mimicking forest
systems is the ideal resiliency ecosystem.
Mixed-fruit orchards offer high yields as a
relatively lower maintenance perennial
cropping system. In the years after trees
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are planted and before they reach full production, they require only 3-6 weeks of
maintenance and upkeep each year. The site’s soils offers good drainage which supports
the health and vitality of an orchard.
Organic orchard enterprises alone can be highly profitable. Adding value to the fresh
fruits would generate a product that is time-insensitive and unique. For example,
mulberries are a tree that have no diseases and no pests. They require very few inputs and
very little maintenance. Organic dried white mulberries retail for $15.99/lb. This
superfood is gaining in popularity as a health food snack and is found in some of the most
gourmet packaged granolas.
Options for orchard establishment include new plantings, renovating choice old trees
(existing), or maintaining a semi-wild orchard with low-maintenance and feral fruit trees.
Site Prep
 Make or order compost and mulch.
 Drip irrigation will enhance the consistency and productivity of the orchard.
However, many orchards choose not to irrigate and are successful without this
infrastructural investment.
 If you decide to irrigate order all necessary components during the site prep phase.
 Construct perimeter deer fencing surrounding the entire planting area.
Implementation
 Flag orchard layout with landscaping flags spacing trees and tree rows 20 ft. apart
(may vary depending on species and cultivar).
 Plant, compost, mulch and water tree in.
 If trees are planted within ten days of April 15th they may not need to be watered
during their first establishment year.
Management
Inputs:
 Training for good tree architecture is the most important aspect of management
during the years before trees begin to bear fruit.
 In year one or two begin to train trees by choosing five framework branches and
one central leader.
 Train framework branches to grow vertically, creating a 90 degree angle with the
trunk. Use clothespins, weights and stakes with ropes to train branches.
 Prune accordingly as you choose your central leader and 5 framework branches.
Prune trees when trees are dormant in the winter months.
 Develop a farm philosophy and strategy for working with pest management.
 Once trees begin to bear you will need to purchase harvesting crates, ladders, and
build cold storage.
 As trees mature you will diminish your framework branches to a total of four and
eventually three.
Yields:
 A large abundance of fruit that increases over time.
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Recommended References & Resources
 “The Holistic Orchard” Michael Phillips, Chelsea Green Publishing
 “The Pruning Book” Lee Reich, Storey Publishing
 “Gaia’s Garden” by Toby Hemmingway
 “Edible Forest Gardens” by Dave Jacke and Eric Toensmeier
 FEDCO Trees, www.fedcotrees.com – order online by early March
 Greenway Environmental Services – best commercially available compost at
market prices
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Nut Grove
Climax nut tree forests are the most stable and abundant food and fodder production
systems on land. Potentially yielding thousands of pounds of nuts per acre, creating the
foundation for abundance in all living systems. With potential lifespans of hundreds of
years, nut trees can be planted once and provide food and shade for many generations. A
community nut grove can offer residents the ability to harvest surplus nuts as they ripen
during the season, with a minimal commitment to management.
New highly productive varieties of Chinese
chestnuts (which are immune to the American
chestnut blight) are making this once-abundant
perennial starch and protein a viable crop once
again. Hybrid blight-resistant American chestnuts
are being developed, and might lead to a
resurgence of the American chestnut forests that
prevailed thought the northeast before the
introduction of chestnut blight. Everyone is
familiar with how delicious fresh roasted
chestnuts smell and taste. Fewer people know that
at one time some of our European ancestors ate five pounds of chestnuts per day!
However, at this time people had a much more diversified culinary palette for eating
chestnuts. Chestnuts were used in both savory and sweet dishes and most often ground
into a flour that was used in breads, cookies, cakes and more. In order to eat chestnuts in
such abundance everyone managed many acres of chestnut orchards. For each acre of
orchard only 2-4 days of management was required each year!
Hazelnuts (Corylus spp.) are the fastest-yielding nut crop
available in the northeastern USA. They grow as multistemmed shrubs and begin producing nuts 4-6 years after
planting, with yields of 2,000 - 4,000 pounds per acre.
The nuts take a modest amount of processing before they
are ready to eat: First the husks must be removed, then
the shells must be cracked off. Once they are shelled,
they bring a high price in the marketplace for pastries
and nut butters. Additionally, the nuts may be pressed
into culinary-quality oil (some say it tastes better than
olive oil!), yielding up to 50 gallons per acre. If you can
keep the local chefs away from this delicious oil, it can be transformed into biodiesel to
power the diesel farm tractor, truck, and other pieces of farm equipment.
Walnuts
Black and English walnuts, while in the same family can be quite distinct from the other
in flavor and use. English walnuts are the more common eating walnut that can be found
in grocery stores. Walnuts are in the Juglandaceae family and therefore exude a natural
herbicide called juglone from their leaves, roots and branches. This survival strategy
makes it so that very few plants are able to thrive and grow in the wake of black walnuts.
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There is however a list of juglone tolerant plants in the Appendix of “Edible Forest
Gardens” Volume 2 by Dave Jacke and Eric Toensmeier.
Northern Pecans
Northern pecans are a special cold-hardy variety of the delicious pecans that can be
bought in every grocery store. The nuts are slightly smaller and just as delicious. The
trees themselves will have no problem surviving the cold winters; it remains to be seen
whether or not there is enough heat in Connecticut to fully ripen the nuts. Nevertheless,
with global climate change intensifying and cold hardiness zones shifting northward,
planting pecans is a small risk with a potentially huge reward.
Implementation
 Spring or fall is the best times to plant nut trees.
 It is recommended to double-plant nut trees (at 25 foot spacing) for maximum
production capacity in the first 18-20 years of production. This will allow for
some losses, and trees can later be thinned to achieve proper mature spacing.
 To determine the number of trees to be planted in each row, count along the row
and then double the number.
 Lay out the tree planting on the ground with landscaping flags, leaving enough
space between trees for maximum crown width.
 If trees are planted within ten days of April 15th they will not need to be watered
during their first establishment year.
 Plant, compost, mulch and water.
 Protect individual trees with tree tubes.
Management
 Little management of the nut groves and hedgerows are necessary in the years
before they begin bearing nuts.
 Watering will only be necessary during their first year of establishment if there is a
drought.
 The largest threat to young nut trees is the potential of rodent damage in the winter.
After each fresh snow stamp around the base of each tree to create ice ring.
Recommended References & Resources
 Oikos Tree Crops - www.oikostreecrops.com
 St. Lawrence Nursery - www.sln.potsdam.ny.us
 Greenway Environmental Services (Compost) - www.greenwayny.com
 The Woodland Way by Ben Law
 Common Sense Forestry by Hans Morsbach
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Ponds

Pictured are ‘Keypoint Ponds’, which are constructed from on-site soil and utilize a
down-slope dam wall to contain the water. These ponds are sited at particular points in
the landscape (called ‘Keypoints’) where they are most economical to build, and offer the
greatest amount of storage for the least amount of work. The ponds consist of an
excavated basin and a pond dam wall, both lined with compacted clay to hold the water.

Detailed legal planning and engineering will be required to permit and construct these
ponds in Connecticut, taking care to build safe dam walls with appropriate overflows. In
addition, any ponds with dam walls greater than 4 feet tall are required to receive Army
Corps of Engineers review, which can take 1-2 years to complete. Significant education
of the local Wetlands Commission about the benefits of well-designed keypoint ponds for
wildlife habitat and ecological agriculture will be required.
Each keyline pond can be constructed with a ‘lock pipe’ that goes through the dam wall,
allowing easy release of water from the pond for irrigation purposes.
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Contour Swales
Contour swales are un-compacted
ditches consisting of a slight basin
and a down-hill berm, laid out
perfectly level across a slope. Their
primary function is to catch and
arrest the over-land flow of water,
allowing it to slowly sink into the
soil and hydrate down-slope
plantings. In the keyline water
system, contour swales serve two
important functions in relation to
the keypoint ponds:
 Whenever the ponds are not full, large rainfall events will fill the contour swale
with water (see photo). If there is enough water, it will flow passively into the
pond, helping it fill to full capacity.
 Whenever the ponds are full, large rainfall events will cause them to overflow. The
contour swales act as long, passive spillways, spreading the surplus water across
the landscape and sinking it into the ground. At the end of the swale, a level-sill
spillway gently releases the surplus water onto the slope, where it can flow
downhill and fill the next swale in the system. This passive overflow sends water
away from the pond dam wall itself, reducing the risk of dam breach and pond
failure.
The purpose of a catchment ditch is to catch over-land water flow and direct it to a
particular pond or other location. They can be used to add catchment area to a pond that
would otherwise not have enough. They can also be used as ‘conservation drains’ to stop
water that would otherwise leave your site and direct it back into your keyline system.
The catchment ditch is similar to a contour swale in its construction, with a low basin and
a small berm on the downhill side. Unlike the contour swale, the catchment ditch has a
1:400 or 1:300 slope and a compacted basin to facilitate unidirectional water flow.
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Apiary
Honeybees produce or collect a variety of products that
benefit people. These products include honey, beeswax,
pollen, royal jelly, and propolis. Although honeybees
can be managed to produce large quantities of these
products, they are especially valued for the major role
they play in pollination. While other insects and
animals also are pollinators, people have had little
control over the actions or numbers of these pollinators.
Community space for beekeeping is located south of the
community garden. Bee hives benefit from sun
exposure and a windbreak to reduce prevailing harsh
winter winds. Public walking trails and gathering
spaces are kept at a minimum clearance from the bee
flight paths. Solar electric fencing around the bee yard
can deter potentially damaging wildlife. Wildflower
meadow plantings, forest plants, and cultivated plants all provide forage for honey bees
and other pollinators.
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Compost
To create a whole farm system of self-renewing fertility the creation of biologically
active compost will be part of the farm’s annual rhythm. Compost is one of the key living
energies of the whole farm, providing nutrients and helpful microorganisms to all of the
plants growing on-site. Healthy compost contains bacteria, fungi, ciliates, protozoa,
amoebas, micro-flaggelates, micro-arthropods, arthropods, nematodes, earthworms, and
more – billions of creatures in every handful. It also contains nitrogen, phosphorous,
potassium, calcium, sulphur, iron, sodium, magnesium, zinc, and many other micronutrients that are important for healthy plant growth. The living biology of the soil holds
and cycles the nutrients, making it available to plants exactly when they need it. Compost
will be added on a yearly basis to many growing areas, so producing an adequate supply
of high-quality material on-site is essential.

Site Selection & Preparation
Farm-scale compost piles should be sited on flat, dry ground with decent soil drainage.
They should be located centrally to farm access and circulation pathways, with easy
access to crop residues. There should be generous space around the pile for tractor
movement and turning. However, they are not recommended to be placed ‘front and
center’, taking into account both aesthetic and functional considerations. Well-managed
compost piles are beautiful and smell great, but it is possible for them to have a messy
appearance and a less-than pleasant smell. Ideally, the site should be cleared of all woody
perennial plants before composting begins.
Implementation
There are many effective methods for creating compost on the farm scale. The goal of all
them is to create the ideal conditions for the oxygen-rich (aerobic) decomposition of
organic materials into a seething mass of beneficial microorganisms and plant-feeding
nutrients.
In all of the different methods, the goal is to create a final product that has a ratio of
carbon to nitrogen in the range of 25-30 : 1. It is also important to include the greatest
possible diversity of materials in the pile. Each initial feedstock has it’s own associated
microbiology, and the greater the diversity of inputs, the more functionally diverse the
product will be.
Experiment with each of the following methods to determine which one fits with the
input materials available on-site, the amount of management required, and the desired
product.
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Permaculture 18-Day Hot Compost
This method works in any
climate at any time of year. It
can be done by hand or with a
tractor. It is fast and furious,
and requires consistent labor
attention throughout the
composting process. The
benefit is that it is very fast,
and produces a high-quality
product if properly managed.
The basic process is to create
a pile with a minimum
volume of 1.3 cubic yards,
using an approximately equal
mix of carbonaceous materials, leafy greens, and animal manure. The pile is moistened,
covered, and let sit for 4 days. On day 4 the pile is turned completely, thoroughly mixing
the materials and adjusting the moisture. The pile is then turned every two days for 14
days, at which point (if everything went well) the compost will be complete. For a
detailed walk-through of the process, refer to: http://deepgreenpermaculture.com/diyinstructions/hot-compost-composting-in-18-days/

No-Turn Cold Compost
This simple composting method is ideal when not all of the ingredients for a larger pile
are available at the same time. The basic idea is to layer the correct ratio of carbon and
nitrogen inputs on top of each other over time, and wait (up to 2 years) for the compost to
slowly decompose.
 Use high-carbon "brown" ingredients such as dead leaves, hay, straw or sawdust.
Layer these into your pile whenever you add high-nitrogen "green" ingredients
like fresh leaves, grass clippings or food scraps.
 The pile should feel slightly damp for decomposition to take place at a normal rate,
only moisten the pile occasionally if it is extremely dry. Cover the pile with a tarp
or boards to minimize moisture loss and prevent water-logging.
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 When adding food scraps to the pile, put them below the surface and cover them
with compost and brown
materials such as dead
leaves. This helps
minimize odor as the food
scraps decompose.
 Every few layers, it is
useful to add a 2-4” layer
of coarse woody
materials (like branches
and twigs) to provide for
adequate air-flow into the
pile.
 The three-bin compost
system pictured is ideal for this style of composting: simply fill up one bin, and let
it sit until complete.

Biodynamic Large Compost
Biodynamic farmers create a
compost pile that is generally
much larger than the
permaculture or 3-bin No-Turn
compost. The composts have a
higher proportion of manure, and
utilize special ‘preparations’ of
perennial herbs fermented in
various animal organs. The
preparations are 502 (yarrow),
503 (chamomile), 503 (stinging
nettle), 505 (oak bark), 506
(dandelion), and 507 (valerian.)
According to biodynamic
farmers, they do not add specific
nutrients or microorganisms, but instead stimulate the life energies of materials so that
bacteria and fungi will be attracted to the pile for decomposition.
Biodynamic compost is often constructed with the front-end-loader of a tractor, arranged
in ‘wind-rows‘ 5-7 feet tall and wide. The windrows are turned irregularly over a period
of 2 - 6 months until they have finished composting.

References
 “The Rodale Book of Composting” Grace Gershuny
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 “Let it Rot!” Stu Campbell
 “Vermiculture Technology: Earthworms, Organic Wastes, and Environmental
Management” Clive A. Edwards

Guidelines & Best Practices
Meadow Establishment
Planting Process: Meadow
o collecting seed and specimens of existing desirable native vegetation
o clearing of woody vegetation and debris
o soil preparation
 mow and rake (remove and compost) or burn existing vegetation
 shallow cultivation (4-5 inches) or power raking, 1 pass, wait for
new seedlings to emerge, 2nd pass, wait, 3rd pass, sow seed
(approximately 1 week intervals)
o drill seed (or broadcast) native meadow seed mix, roll seeds into soil
o seeds
 10-50lb/ac, $50-$150/lb
 60/40 grasses/wildflowers
 annual ryegrass (or oats) incorporated as nurse crop (15lb/ac in
fall, 5lb/ac in spring)
 acquire seeds as individual species, so that different sized seeds
can be sorted and placed into the appropriate seed box for drilling
o chopped straw mulch covering (light)
o Management:
 Expect to mow up to 1x per month for first year, mow whenever
plants exceed 8-12”, keep meadow mowed to a height of 4-6” for
the first year, monitor weeds and be sure to mow before any weed
plants set seed, preferably use flail mower but rotary or sickle bar
mower may be used, at end of first growing season, leave 4-8” of
vegetation/stubble standing to help insulated the soil and young
meadow plants
 2nd season - Mow low to the ground early spring (when buds of
Sugar Maple begin to break), mow to 12” late spring if weeds are
in flower
 3rd season and on - Divide the meadow into management units.
Rotationally mow or burn sections of meadow in spring to promote
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a diversity of meadow plants and wildlife. Each area of the
meadow should be mowed or burned every other year. Alternating
management increases the diversity of plants, preserves
overwintering butterfly pupae.

 Butterflyweed
 Frost Aster
 White Aster
 Canada Milk Vetch
 False Boneset
 Roundhead Bushclover
 Rough Blazingstar
 Lupine
 Dotted Mint
 Beardtounge
 Wild Petunia
 Showy Goldenrod
 Hoary Vervain
 Yellow Coneflower
 Ohio Spiderwort
 Sky Blue Aster
 Partridge Pea
Grasses
 Big Bluestem
 Sideoats Grama
 Canada Wild Rye
 Switchgrass
 Little Bluestem
 Indiangrass
 Prairie Dropseed
 Junegrass

Meadow Plant List
Forbs/Flowers
 Nodding Pink Onion
 Smooth Aster
 Blue False Indigo
 White False Indigo
 Pale Indian Plantain
 Wild Senna
 Lanceleaf Coreopsis
 Purple Prairie Clover
 Canada Tick Trefoil
 Pale Purple Coneflower
 Purple Coneflower
 Showy Sunflower
 Ox Eye Sunflower
 Bergamot
 Smooth Penstemon
 Yellow Coneflower
 Black Eyed Susan
 Sweet Black Eyed Susan
 Brown Eyed Susan
 Rosinweed
 Compassplant
 Prairie Dock
 Stiff Goldenrod
 Lavender Hyssop
 Leadplant

References
 Connecticut DEP Grassland Habitat Conservation Initiative:
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?A=2712&Q=324782
 Maintaining and Restoring Grasslands:
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http://www.dem.ri.gov/programs/bnatres/fishwild/grasspdf/4.pdf

Herbaceous Perennial Planting Guidelines
Herbaceous Perennial Planting Instructions - General
 Procure pot-grown or root-cutting plant material.
 Excavate planting hole by hand (NOT with a mechanical auger) as follows:
o Pot-grown - 2.0 times the width of the pot; only as deep as necessary to
allow herbaceous perennial plant collar to sit at undisturbed ground level.
o Root-cutting - 1.5 times the width of root cutting; 2-4 inches deep.
 Set plant in planting hole so that the plant is completely vertical and so the top of
the soil root ball is level with at undisturbed ground level.
 Pack excavated soil with fingers and hands around the soil root ball.
 Apply 1.0 - 2.5 gallons of Finished Compost evenly across the top soil root ball and
backfilled hole, taking care to keep compost 2-4 inches away from all sides of
plant stem.
 Apply 2.5 - 5.0 gallons of specified mulch evenly across the top of the backfilled
hole and compost, taking care to keep mulch 2-4 inches away from all sides of
plant stem
 Water plant immediately with 2.5 - 5.0 gallons of water.
Woody Perennial Planting Guidelines
Woody Perennial Planting Instructions - General
 Procure bare-root or pot-grown plant material.
 Excavate planting hole by hand (NOT with a mechanical auger) as follows:
o Bare root - 1.5 times the width of the maximum diameter of horizontallystretched roots; only as deep as necessary to allow woody plant root collar
to sit at undisturbed ground level or up to 1 inch above undisturbed ground
level.
o Pot-grown - 2.0 times the width of the pot; only as deep as necessary to
allow woody plant root collar to sit at undisturbed ground level or up to 1
inch above undisturbed ground level.
 Any sod removed shall be placed grass-down on the downhill side if ground is
sloped or evenly spaced in a ring if ground is flat.
 Set plant in planting hole so that the main stem or trunk of the plant is completely
vertical and so the plant root collar is level with at undisturbed ground level or up
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to 1 inch above undisturbed ground level.
Backfill planting hole with excavated soil in the same order in which the soil
horizons were excavated. DO NOT add compost or fertilizer into the hole.
Pack soil with fingers, hands, and feet until compacted enough to hold plant upright
on its own. DO NOT stake plants upright. If soil is excessively dry, water soil into
the hole halfway through the backfilling process.
Apply 2.5 - 5.0 gallons of Finished Compost evenly across the top of the backfilled
hole, taking care to keep compost 4-6 inches away from all sides of plant root
collar.
Apply 5.0 - 15.0 gallons of specified mulch evenly across the top of the backfilled
hole and compost, taking care to keep mulch 4-6 inches away from all sides of
plant root collar.
Water plant immediately with 5.0 - 10.0 gallons of water.

Plant Protection

Perimeter Deer Fence
Posts: 4" x 4" in by 12 feet long square locust line posts OR 4-6” by 12 feet red cedar
round posts, spaced at 18 to 20 feet or closer if necessary to avoid rocks or other
landscape features.
Braces: Corner and end posts will be 5”x 5” x 14 feet long instead of 12 feet long.
Next to each corner post install a 10 or 12 foot brace so that the first 2 posts will be
10 or 12 feet apart and have a diagonal brace wire to support these two posts. For
heavy gates, use 6” to 6” by 12 feet long gate posts.
Wire: Bekaert Galvanized fixed knot hi-tensile deer fence (in black color). This wire
is 75" high and has 17 horizontal line wires and it has 6" vertical stay wire spacing
in order to deter some smaller animals. The spacing is also graduated from smaller
at the bottom with a 3" x 6" block to a 6" x 7" block on the top.
Gates: Use 8 foot tall gates of 16 gauge high tensile galvanized steel tubing with 2" x
4" wire mesh welded on to them.

Tubex Tree Tubes
Some trees will be planted outside of deer fenced areas. Individually protecting trees with
a tubex tree tube is a cost effective way to protect young trees from deer browse which
can kill the tree.
Tubex: Six foot tall tubes are necessary in heavy deer pressure areas. They can be
purchased from Wilson Forestry Supply. For lower deer pressure areas, five foot
tall tubex tubes can be purchased from Oikos Tree Crops.
Stakes: Many materials will work as stakes as long as they can be pounded into the
ground. The longest lasting and most cost effective stakes PVC. Metal U-posts are
also long lasting. Wooden stakes often rot but may be a locally available resource.

Rodent Protection
Subterranean rodent activity during the winter can be the biggest threat to the survival of
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newly planted trees next to deer. They like to eat the roots and will sometimes chew right
through the base of the trunk disconnecting the top of the tree from its roots. There are a
number of precautions that can be taken to prevent this:
 Hardware Cloth: Each orchard tree or berry shrub that is inside a deer fence but not
protected with a tree tube will do well to get a 6”-12” tall ring of hardware cloth
protection at the base. Rolls of hardware cloth are available at all hardware stores.
We’ve found the plastic coated hardware cloth to be much easier to work with. Cut to
size using tin snips and fasten around the base of each tree or shrub. Work the base into
the soil to be sure you are providing sufficient protection. Hardware cloth can be
removed once tree is well established and less vulnerable.
 Fall Mowing: One final mowing before winter arrives will reduce rodent meadow
habitat to discourage them from making a winter home in your orchard.
 Winter Stomping: Upon the arrival of a fresh snow and wintertime walk through the
orchard will do wonders in preventing rodent damage. Stomp around the base of each
tree to compact the snow to the ground leaving little to no air space for easy rodent
travel between the snow and the ground.
Coppice Technique
How To Coppice
 Clear out all leaves and other debris around the base of the stool.
 Cut and clear away any dead or dying stems.
 Progressively cut each stem starting with the most accessible sections and working
in to the center of the stool. Ideally one cut should be made about 1-2 inches
above where the branch grows out of the stool. That cut should be angled some 15
to 20 degrees from horizontal with the lowest point facing outwards from the
centre of the stool.
 In some cases it maybe necessary to make a first cut higher and then trim back as
above.
 Fell away from the wind and fell all the poles in one direction.
Finished Compost Specification
Finished Compost shall be fully decomposed organic material derived from food,
agricultural residues, animal manures, and other organic materials. It has a humus nature
capable of sustaining growth of vegetation, with no material toxic to plant growth.
The color resembles dark topsoil and the structure is light and crumbly. It is air
temperature and does not release steam when disturbed. The odor is agreeable, like fresh
earthy forest soil, with no offensive odors such as ethanol, vinegar, ammonia, or sulfur.
Finished Compost shall have the following properties:
 The moisture content is between 30% and 50%,
 No weed seeds or pathogens are present.
 pH between 5.5 - 7.5
 Carbon to Nitrogen ratio of 25-30:1
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Organic matter >75%
Particle size: Varied, 0.01 - 0.25 inches, no recognizable starting materials present
Soluble salts - <3.0 mmhos (dS)
Bulk density - <1000 lbs/cy
Foreign matter - <0.1% by weight
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Preface
Soil surveys contain information that affects land use planning in survey areas. They
highlight soil limitations that affect various land uses and provide information about
the properties of the soils in the survey areas. Soil surveys are designed for many
different users, including farmers, ranchers, foresters, agronomists, urban planners,
community officials, engineers, developers, builders, and home buyers. Also,
conservationists, teachers, students, and specialists in recreation, waste disposal,
and pollution control can use the surveys to help them understand, protect, or enhance
the environment.
Various land use regulations of Federal, State, and local governments may impose
special restrictions on land use or land treatment. Soil surveys identify soil properties
that are used in making various land use or land treatment decisions. The information
is intended to help the land users identify and reduce the effects of soil limitations on
various land uses. The landowner or user is responsible for identifying and complying
with existing laws and regulations.
Although soil survey information can be used for general farm, local, and wider area
planning, onsite investigation is needed to supplement this information in some cases.
Examples include soil quality assessments (http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/
nrcs/main/soils/health/) and certain conservation and engineering applications. For
more detailed information, contact your local USDA Service Center (http://
offices.sc.egov.usda.gov/locator/app?agency=nrcs) or your NRCS State Soil
Scientist (http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/soils/contactus/?
cid=nrcs142p2_053951).
Great differences in soil properties can occur within short distances. Some soils are
seasonally wet or subject to flooding. Some are too unstable to be used as a
foundation for buildings or roads. Clayey or wet soils are poorly suited to use as septic
tank absorption fields. A high water table makes a soil poorly suited to basements or
underground installations.
The National Cooperative Soil Survey is a joint effort of the United States Department
of Agriculture and other Federal agencies, State agencies including the Agricultural
Experiment Stations, and local agencies. The Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) has leadership for the Federal part of the National Cooperative Soil
Survey.
Information about soils is updated periodically. Updated information is available
through the NRCS Web Soil Survey, the site for official soil survey information.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs
and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and where
applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual
orientation, genetic information, political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or a part of an
individual's income is derived from any public assistance program. (Not all prohibited
bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means
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for communication of program information (Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should
contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TDD). To file a
complaint of discrimination, write to USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400
Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410 or call (800) 795-3272
(voice) or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and
employer.
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Soil Map
The soil map section includes the soil map for the defined area of interest, a list of soil
map units on the map and extent of each map unit, and cartographic symbols
displayed on the map. Also presented are various metadata about data used to
produce the map, and a description of each soil map unit.
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MAP LEGEND
Area of Interest (AOI)
Area of Interest (AOI)
Soils
Soil Map Unit Polygons
Soil Map Unit Lines
Soil Map Unit Points
Special Point Features
Blowout
Borrow Pit
Clay Spot
Closed Depression
Gravel Pit
Gravelly Spot
Landfill
Lava Flow
Marsh or swamp

MAP INFORMATION
The soil surveys that comprise your AOI were mapped at 1:12,000.

Spoil Area
Stony Spot

Warning: Soil Map may not be valid at this scale.

Very Stony Spot
Wet Spot

Enlargement of maps beyond the scale of mapping can cause
misunderstanding of the detail of mapping and accuracy of soil line
placement. The maps do not show the small areas of contrasting
soils that could have been shown at a more detailed scale.

Other
Special Line Features
Water Features

Please rely on the bar scale on each map sheet for map
measurements.

Streams and Canals
Transportation
Rails

Source of Map: Natural Resources Conservation Service
Web Soil Survey URL: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
Coordinate System: Web Mercator (EPSG:3857)

Interstate Highways
US Routes
Major Roads

Maps from the Web Soil Survey are based on the Web Mercator
projection, which preserves direction and shape but distorts
distance and area. A projection that preserves area, such as the
Albers equal-area conic projection, should be used if more accurate
calculations of distance or area are required.

Local Roads
Background
Aerial Photography

Mine or Quarry

This product is generated from the USDA-NRCS certified data as of
the version date(s) listed below.

Miscellaneous Water
Perennial Water

Soil Survey Area: State of Connecticut
Survey Area Data: Version 13, Oct 28, 2014

Rock Outcrop
Saline Spot

Soil map units are labeled (as space allows) for map scales 1:50,000
or larger.

Sandy Spot
Severely Eroded Spot

Date(s) aerial images were photographed:
2014

Sinkhole

Jun 27, 2014—Jul 22,

Slide or Slip

The orthophoto or other base map on which the soil lines were
compiled and digitized probably differs from the background
imagery displayed on these maps. As a result, some minor shifting
of map unit boundaries may be evident.

Sodic Spot
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Map Unit Legend
State of Connecticut (CT600)
Map Unit Symbol

Map Unit Name

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

40B

Ludlow silt loam, 3 to 8 percent
slopes

0.2

0.4%

55B

Watchaug fine sandy loam, 3 to
8 percent slopes

6.1

15.1%

63B

Cheshire fine sandy loam, 3 to 8
percent slopes

11.6

28.7%

63C

Cheshire fine sandy loam, 8 to
15 percent slopes

7.7

19.1%

63D

Cheshire fine sandy loam, 15 to
25 percent slopes

0.7

1.7%

69B

Yalesville fine sandy loam, 3 to 8
percent slopes

0.2

0.5%

69C

Yalesville fine sandy loam, 8 to
15 percent slopes

0.7

1.7%

77D

Cheshire-Holyoke complex, 15
to 35 percent slopes, very
rocky

7.3

18.1%

78C

Holyoke-Rock outcrop complex,
3 to 15 percent slopes

2.0

5.0%

263B

Cheshire-Urban land complex, 3
to 8 percent slopes

1.7

4.2%

263C

Cheshire-Urban land complex, 8
to 15 percent slopes

2.2

5.4%

40.2

100.0%

Totals for Area of Interest

Map Unit Descriptions
The map units delineated on the detailed soil maps in a soil survey represent the soils
or miscellaneous areas in the survey area. The map unit descriptions, along with the
maps, can be used to determine the composition and properties of a unit.
A map unit delineation on a soil map represents an area dominated by one or more
major kinds of soil or miscellaneous areas. A map unit is identified and named
according to the taxonomic classification of the dominant soils. Within a taxonomic
class there are precisely defined limits for the properties of the soils. On the landscape,
however, the soils are natural phenomena, and they have the characteristic variability
of all natural phenomena. Thus, the range of some observed properties may extend
beyond the limits defined for a taxonomic class. Areas of soils of a single taxonomic
class rarely, if ever, can be mapped without including areas of other taxonomic
classes. Consequently, every map unit is made up of the soils or miscellaneous areas
for which it is named and some minor components that belong to taxonomic classes
other than those of the major soils.
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Most minor soils have properties similar to those of the dominant soil or soils in the
map unit, and thus they do not affect use and management. These are called
noncontrasting, or similar, components. They may or may not be mentioned in a
particular map unit description. Other minor components, however, have properties
and behavioral characteristics divergent enough to affect use or to require different
management. These are called contrasting, or dissimilar, components. They generally
are in small areas and could not be mapped separately because of the scale used.
Some small areas of strongly contrasting soils or miscellaneous areas are identified
by a special symbol on the maps. If included in the database for a given area, the
contrasting minor components are identified in the map unit descriptions along with
some characteristics of each. A few areas of minor components may not have been
observed, and consequently they are not mentioned in the descriptions, especially
where the pattern was so complex that it was impractical to make enough observations
to identify all the soils and miscellaneous areas on the landscape.
The presence of minor components in a map unit in no way diminishes the usefulness
or accuracy of the data. The objective of mapping is not to delineate pure taxonomic
classes but rather to separate the landscape into landforms or landform segments that
have similar use and management requirements. The delineation of such segments
on the map provides sufficient information for the development of resource plans. If
intensive use of small areas is planned, however, onsite investigation is needed to
define and locate the soils and miscellaneous areas.
An identifying symbol precedes the map unit name in the map unit descriptions. Each
description includes general facts about the unit and gives important soil properties
and qualities.
Soils that have profiles that are almost alike make up a soil series. Except for
differences in texture of the surface layer, all the soils of a series have major horizons
that are similar in composition, thickness, and arrangement.
Soils of one series can differ in texture of the surface layer, slope, stoniness, salinity,
degree of erosion, and other characteristics that affect their use. On the basis of such
differences, a soil series is divided into soil phases. Most of the areas shown on the
detailed soil maps are phases of soil series. The name of a soil phase commonly
indicates a feature that affects use or management. For example, Alpha silt loam, 0
to 2 percent slopes, is a phase of the Alpha series.
Some map units are made up of two or more major soils or miscellaneous areas.
These map units are complexes, associations, or undifferentiated groups.
A complex consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an intricate
pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on the maps. The
pattern and proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat similar in all
areas. Alpha-Beta complex, 0 to 6 percent slopes, is an example.
An association is made up of two or more geographically associated soils or
miscellaneous areas that are shown as one unit on the maps. Because of present or
anticipated uses of the map units in the survey area, it was not considered practical
or necessary to map the soils or miscellaneous areas separately. The pattern and
relative proportion of the soils or miscellaneous areas are somewhat similar. AlphaBeta association, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.
An undifferentiated group is made up of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas that
could be mapped individually but are mapped as one unit because similar
interpretations can be made for use and management. The pattern and proportion of
the soils or miscellaneous areas in a mapped area are not uniform. An area can be
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made up of only one of the major soils or miscellaneous areas, or it can be made up
of all of them. Alpha and Beta soils, 0 to 2 percent slopes, is an example.
Some surveys include miscellaneous areas. Such areas have little or no soil material
and support little or no vegetation. Rock outcrop is an example.
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State of Connecticut
40B—Ludlow silt loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lnj
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 43 to 54 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Ludlow and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Ludlow
Setting
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy lodgment till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: silt loam
Bw1 - 8 to 20 inches: silt loam
Bw2 - 20 to 26 inches: silt loam
Cd - 26 to 65 inches: gravelly loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 8 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to densic material
Natural drainage class: Moderately well drained
Runoff class: Medium
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Very low to moderately
high (0.00 to 0.20 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 18 to 30 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Low (about 4.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2e
Hydrologic Soil Group: C
Minor Components
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
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Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Cheshire
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Unnamed, stony surface
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear

55B—Watchaug fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lpb
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 43 to 52 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Watchaug and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
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Description of Watchaug
Setting
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 18 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 18 to 24 inches: fine sandy loam
C - 24 to 65 inches: gravelly sandy loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 8 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Moderately well drained
Runoff class: Medium
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to high
(0.57 to 1.98 in/hr)
Depth to water table: About 18 to 30 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Moderate (about 6.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2w
Hydrologic Soil Group: C
Minor Components
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Cheshire
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Ludlow
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Unnamed, stony surface
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Unnamed, silt loam surface
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
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Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

63B—Cheshire fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lpw
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 43 to 54 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Cheshire and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Cheshire
Setting
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 16 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 16 to 26 inches: fine sandy loam
C - 26 to 65 inches: gravelly sandy loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 8 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Low
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to high
(0.57 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Moderate (about 7.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
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Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2e
Hydrologic Soil Group: B
Minor Components
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Unnamed, brown subsoil
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Unnamed, less sloping
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

63C—Cheshire fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lpx
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 43 to 54 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: Farmland of statewide importance
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Map Unit Composition
Cheshire and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Cheshire
Setting
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 16 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 16 to 26 inches: fine sandy loam
C - 26 to 65 inches: gravelly sandy loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 8 to 15 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Low
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to high
(0.57 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Moderate (about 7.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3e
Hydrologic Soil Group: B
Minor Components
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
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Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

63D—Cheshire fine sandy loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lpy
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 43 to 54 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Cheshire and similar soils: 80 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Cheshire
Setting
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 16 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 16 to 26 inches: fine sandy loam
C - 26 to 65 inches: gravelly sandy loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 15 to 25 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Low
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to high
(0.57 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
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Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Moderate (about 7.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 4e
Hydrologic Soil Group: B
Minor Components
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

69B—Yalesville fine sandy loam, 3 to 8 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lq9
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 40 to 54 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: All areas are prime farmland
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Map Unit Composition
Yalesville and similar soils: 75 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Yalesville
Setting
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 14 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 14 to 25 inches: loam
C - 25 to 36 inches: gravelly sandy loam
2R - 36 to 80 inches: unweathered bedrock
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 8 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to lithic bedrock
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Low
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Low to high (0.01 to 5.95
in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Low (about 4.3 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2e
Hydrologic Soil Group: C
Minor Components
Cheshire
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Holyoke
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
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Ludlow
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Unnamed, silt loam surface
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Unnamed, less sloping
Percent of map unit: 1 percent

69C—Yalesville fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lqb
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 40 to 54 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: Farmland of statewide importance
Map Unit Composition
Yalesville and similar soils: 75 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Yalesville
Setting
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 14 inches: fine sandy loam
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Bw2 - 14 to 25 inches: loam
C - 25 to 36 inches: gravelly sandy loam
2R - 36 to 80 inches: unweathered bedrock
Properties and qualities
Slope: 8 to 15 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 20 to 40 inches to lithic bedrock
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Low
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Low to high (0.01 to 5.95
in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Low (about 4.3 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3e
Hydrologic Soil Group: C
Minor Components
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Holyoke
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Cheshire
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Ludlow
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Unnamed, silt loam surface
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
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Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

77D—Cheshire-Holyoke complex, 15 to 35 percent slopes, very rocky
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lqt
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 40 to 56 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Cheshire and similar soils: 45 percent
Holyoke and similar soils: 35 percent
Minor components: 20 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Cheshire
Setting
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 16 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 16 to 26 inches: fine sandy loam
C - 26 to 65 inches: gravelly sandy loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 15 to 35 percent
Percent of area covered with surface fragments: 1.6 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Medium
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to high
(0.57 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Moderate (about 7.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 7s
Hydrologic Soil Group: B
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Description of Holyoke
Setting
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Loamy eolian deposits over melt-out till derived from basalt and/or
sandstone and shale
Typical profile
Oe - 0 to 1 inches: moderately decomposed plant material
A - 1 to 3 inches: silt loam
Bw1 - 3 to 8 inches: silt loam
Bw2 - 8 to 18 inches: gravelly silt loam
2R - 18 to 80 inches: unweathered bedrock
Properties and qualities
Slope: 15 to 35 percent
Percent of area covered with surface fragments: 1.6 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 10 to 20 inches to lithic bedrock
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: High
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Low to high (0.01 to 1.98
in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Very low (about 2.7 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 7s
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Minor Components
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 10 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Rock outcrop
Percent of map unit: 6 percent
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
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Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 1 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave

78C—Holyoke-Rock outcrop complex, 3 to 15 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lqv
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 40 to 56 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Holyoke and similar soils: 50 percent
Rock outcrop: 25 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Holyoke
Setting
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Convex
Parent material: Loamy eolian deposits over melt-out till derived from basalt and/or
sandstone and shale
Typical profile
Oe - 0 to 1 inches: moderately decomposed plant material
A - 1 to 3 inches: silt loam
Bw1 - 3 to 8 inches: silt loam
Bw2 - 8 to 18 inches: gravelly silt loam
2R - 18 to 80 inches: unweathered bedrock
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 15 percent
Percent of area covered with surface fragments: 1.6 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 10 to 20 inches to lithic bedrock
Natural drainage class: Well drained
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Runoff class: Medium
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Low to high (0.01 to 1.98
in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Very low (about 2.7 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 6s
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Description of Rock Outcrop
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 15 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: 0 inches to lithic bedrock
Runoff class: Very high
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 8
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Minor Components
Cheshire
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Unnamed, very shallow soils
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
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Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Ludlow
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Linear

263B—Cheshire-Urban land complex, 3 to 8 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9lld
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 43 to 56 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Cheshire and similar soils: 40 percent
Urban land: 35 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Cheshire
Setting
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 16 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 16 to 26 inches: fine sandy loam
C - 26 to 65 inches: gravelly sandy loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 3 to 8 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Low
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Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to high
(0.57 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Moderate (about 7.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 2e
Hydrologic Soil Group: B
Description of Urban Land
Typical profile
H - 0 to 6 inches: material
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 8
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Minor Components
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Udorthents
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Drainageways, depressions
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
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263C—Cheshire-Urban land complex, 8 to 15 percent slopes
Map Unit Setting
National map unit symbol: 9llf
Elevation: 0 to 1,200 feet
Mean annual precipitation: 43 to 56 inches
Mean annual air temperature: 45 to 55 degrees F
Frost-free period: 140 to 185 days
Farmland classification: Not prime farmland
Map Unit Composition
Cheshire and similar soils: 40 percent
Urban land: 35 percent
Minor components: 25 percent
Estimates are based on observations, descriptions, and transects of the mapunit.
Description of Cheshire
Setting
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Linear
Parent material: Coarse-loamy melt-out till derived from basalt and/or sandstone
and shale
Typical profile
Ap - 0 to 8 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw1 - 8 to 16 inches: fine sandy loam
Bw2 - 16 to 26 inches: fine sandy loam
C - 26 to 65 inches: gravelly sandy loam
Properties and qualities
Slope: 8 to 15 percent
Depth to restrictive feature: More than 80 inches
Natural drainage class: Well drained
Runoff class: Low
Capacity of the most limiting layer to transmit water (Ksat): Moderately high to high
(0.57 to 5.95 in/hr)
Depth to water table: More than 80 inches
Frequency of flooding: None
Frequency of ponding: None
Available water storage in profile: Moderate (about 7.8 inches)
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 3e
Hydrologic Soil Group: B
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Description of Urban Land
Typical profile
H - 0 to 6 inches: material
Interpretive groups
Land capability classification (irrigated): None specified
Land capability classification (nonirrigated): 8
Hydrologic Soil Group: D
Minor Components
Udorthents
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Wethersfield
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Drumlins, hills
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Convex
Watchaug
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Hills, till plains
Down-slope shape: Linear
Across-slope shape: Concave
Wilbraham
Percent of map unit: 5 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
Yalesville
Percent of map unit: 3 percent
Landform: Hills, ridges
Down-slope shape: Convex
Across-slope shape: Linear
Menlo
Percent of map unit: 2 percent
Landform: Depressions, drainageways
Down-slope shape: Concave
Across-slope shape: Concave
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